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Router Apps are representing mechanisms to extend the functionality of Advantech cellular router devices. You can understand them as something extra as it is not part of the firmware.
Router Apps can be developed by Advantech R&D, by Advantech support, channel partners, or by users themselves. If you want to develop your own Router App, continue by reading the DevZone pages.
Depending on the Router App developer we divide them into 2 basic categories. Both categories are for free use by anyone who wants to test or use them on Advantech routers.
1. Advantech developed Router Apps – these are developed by the Advantech team. Those are all Router Apps that are not in the category marked as 3rd Party.
2. 3rd Party Router Apps – these are not developed by the Advantech team but the channel partners and clearly marked 3rd Party. Users are forwarded to channel partners' websites where is possible to download them. Do note that you use these Router Apps at your own risk.
Please note that actually most of the Router Apps were developed for a particular setup with a specific configuration in mind so it may not work 100% for a different setup. If that is your case, feel free to contact our business representatives to find out possibilities to adapt the Router App to your needs.
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Available Router Apps
Compatibility Note:  For each Router App, you can find installation files *.tgz for the respective application in the Downloads section. Product families compatible with the installation file are listed within the green-bordered box. To easily determine which product family your specific router model belongs to, you can use the Hardware Platform Overview page. If there is no installation file available for a particular platform, it means that the Router App does not support that platform.
6.4.0+Archive
For firmware version 6.4.0 and up.
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802.1X Authenticator
		Categories:	SecurityConnectivity
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	11.02.2024

	Description:	The 802.1X Authenticator Router App initiates the hostapd service on specified Ethernet ports, thereby creating a security barrier for network traffic. All incoming and outgoing traffic is temporarily blocked, with the exception of MAC addresses that successfully complete the 802.1X authentication protocol. This App enhances network security by ensuring only authenticated devices gain access to the network resources. It is a crucial component for enterprises looking to implement a robust, secure networking environment.

	Downloads:	eth1x_auth.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
eth1x_auth.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
eth1x_auth.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
eth1x_auth.v4i.tgz | 13 KB V4i
802.1X_Authenticator_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 471 KB






AT Modem Emulator
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The AT Modem Emulator Router App mimics the behavior of a traditional telephone modem, providing an interface for dial-up connectivity via the router's serial port. When a device is connected to the router's serial interface, it perceives the router as a HAYES-compatible modem and can use standard AT commands to initiate, configure, and terminate a TCP/IP connection. This emulator is capable of establishing connections not only with other instances of the AT Modem Emulator running on separate routers but also with any TCP server listening on the appropriate port. This functionality allows for seamless integration of legacy devices into modern networking environments, making it a valuable tool for both retrofits and new installations.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	atModemEmulator.v3.tgz | 28 KB V3
atModemEmulator.v4.tgz | 28 KB V4
atModemEmulator.v2i.tgz | 29 KB V2i
atModemEmulator.v4i.tgz | 28 KB V4i
AT_Modem_Emulator_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 729 KB






Azure IoT SDK Python API Version 2
		Categories:	IIoTToolDevelopment
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	24.01.2024

	Description:	The Azure IoT SDK Python API Version 2 Router App enables Advantech routers to establish a secure connection to Microsoft's Azure IoT platform, facilitating seamless data exchange and device management. To operate this app, it's essential to install both the Python3 and the Azure IoT SDK Python router apps on your router. Python3 is a prerequisite for the Azure IoT SDK to function properly; however, it is packaged as a separate module and can also be used independently for other Python3-based applications. This App serves as a bridge between your router and the Azure IoT ecosystem, making it an integral component for businesses aiming to leverage the capabilities of Azure IoT in their network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v3.tgz | 824 KB V3
azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v4.tgz | 824 KB V4
azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v2i.tgz | 824 KB V2i
azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v4i.tgz | 824 KB V4i
Azure_IoT_SDK_Python_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 567 KB






Backup APN
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	11.02.2024

	Description:	The Backup APN Router App provides users with the flexibility to designate both a Primary and Backup Access Point Name (APN) for the router's first SIM card. This feature enhances network resilience by automatically switching to the Backup APN in scenarios where the connection to the Primary APN fails or is not established within a specified timeframe. This automatic failover capability ensures uninterrupted data transmission and maximizes uptime, making it an essential tool for mission-critical applications and remote deployments.

	Downloads:	backup_apn.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
backup_apn.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
backup_apn.v2i.tgz | 12 KB V2i
backup_apn.v4i.tgz | 12 KB V4i
Backup_APN_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 456 KB






Band Select
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity
	Version:	1.8.2
	Release date:	27.03.2024

	Description:	The Band Select Router App enables users to customize the range of frequency bands supported by our routers. By limiting the frequency bands, you can optimize network performance and better align with specific carrier or regional requirements. This feature is particularly useful in environments where network congestion is an issue or when adhering to regulatory limitations on frequency usage. It offers a tailored networking experience by giving you more control over your router's connectivity options.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	bandsel.v3.tgz | 30 KB V3
bandsel.v4.tgz | 30 KB V4
bandsel.v2i.tgz | 30 KB V2i
bandsel.v4i.tgz | 30 KB V4i
BandSelect_Application_Note_20231123.pdf | 768 KB






Bluetooth
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	22.02.2024

	Description:	The Bluetooth Router App incorporates Bluez 5 and D-Bus to provide comprehensive Bluetooth functionality for your router. The Bluetooth is very useful for communication with the IoT sensors via the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol. With this RouterApp, it is also possible to easily pair the Bluetooth devices with your router and then use the Bluetooth networking (PAN) to provide a LAN and/or internet access for these devices.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	bluetooth.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
bluetooth.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
bluetooth.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
Bluetooth_Application_Note_20240130.pdf | 3 MB






Captive Portal
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.6.0
	Release date:	10.03.2024

	Description:	The Captive Portal Router App transforms your router into a WiFi hotspot with built-in user access control. It features a customizable landing page where users must authenticate before gaining access to the network. In addition to user authentication, the app offers Quality of Service (QoS) settings to prioritize traffic and ensure a smooth user experience. Monitoring capabilities are also included, allowing you to track the activity and behavior of connected users. This App is ideal for businesses, public spaces, or any environment requiring controlled and monitored WiFi access, combining ease of use with robust functionality.

	Downloads:	captive_portal.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
captive_portal.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
captive_portal.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
captive_portal.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
WelcomePageExample.tar.gz | 12 KB V3V4V2iV4i
Captive_Portal_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 568 KB






CPE WAN Management Protocol (TR-069)
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	CPE WAN Management Protocol described in the Broadband Forum Technical Report 069 (TR-069) is a robust application layer protocol designed for efficient remote monitoring and management of routers. It empowers administrators with the tools needed to oversee and maintain routers from a remote location, ensuring optimal performance and seamless network management.

	Downloads:	tr_069.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
tr_069.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
tr_069.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
tr_069.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
Technical_Report_069_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 2 MB






Cumulocity Agent
		Categories:	IIoTIntegration
	Version:	2.4.0
	Release date:	29.12.2023

	Description:	The Cumulocity Agent Router App serves as an agent that enables seamless integration with the Cumulocity IoT cloud platform. This app facilitates real-time data exchange and device management, streamlining your IoT operations. Designed to work out-of-the-box, it allows for easy configuration and deployment, making it an ideal solution for organizations aiming to leverage the capabilities of the Cumulocity IoT platform. Whether you're tracking assets, monitoring sensor data, or managing a fleet of devices, this App acts as a vital link between your router and the Cumulocity IoT ecosystem.

	Downloads:	cumulocity.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
cumulocity.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
cumulocity.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
cumulocity.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
Cumulocity_Agent_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 2 MB






Customer Logo
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	06.02.2024

	Description:	The Customer Logo Router App empowers you to personalize the look of your router's web interface by replacing the default logo with your own branding. Specifically designed for firmware version 6.2.0 and later, this App enhances the user experience by adding a unique, visual identity to your network interface. Please note that this feature is not supported on routers of the v2 platform. Whether you're aiming for corporate branding or simply looking for a more customized dashboard, the Customer Logo App provides an effortless solution for achieving your design goals.

	Downloads:	customerlogo.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
customerlogo.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
customerlogo.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
customerlogo.v4i.tgz | 11 KB V4i
Customer_Logo_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 435 KB






Daily Reboot
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	03.01.2024

	Description:	The Daily Reboot Router App provides a feature that enables scheduled, daily reboots of your router at a user-defined time. This function can be particularly useful for maintaining optimal system performance, resolving minor issues automatically, and ensuring that updates are effectively applied. With simple configuration steps, you can set up the App to execute daily reboots, thus reducing the need for manual intervention and enhancing system stability.

	Downloads:	dailyReboot.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
dailyReboot.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4V4i
dailyReboot.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
dailyReboot.v4i.tgz | 11 KB V4i
DailyReboot_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 435 KB






DHCP based on MAC OUI
		Categories:	RoutingDevelopment
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The DHCP based on MAC OUI Router App streamlines the process of IP address assignment by targeting the MAC Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI), which constitutes the first three bytes of a device's MAC address. This is especially useful when you have multiple devices from a single manufacturer that share the same MAC OUI. By leveraging this feature, you can efficiently allocate IP addresses to a group of similar devices, simplifying network management tasks. Whether you're an administrator dealing with a large network or a small business owner with a more straightforward setup, this App offers a convenient solution for organized and consistent IP address allocation.

	Downloads:	dhcpMacOui.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
dhcpMacOui.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
dhcpMacOui.v2i.tgz | 12 KB V2i
dhcpMacOui.v4i.tgz | 13 KB V4i
DHCPMacOui_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 416 KB






DHCP Relay (over IPsec)
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The DHCP Relay (over IPsec) Router App serves as a DHCP relay agent, facilitating communication between a DHCP server and DHCP clients situated on different subnets. This is particularly advantageous when you need to extend DHCP services across various network segments, eliminating the need for multiple DHCP servers. The App is designed to work in conjunction with route-based IPsec, ensuring secure data transmission while relaying DHCP packets. Whether you are managing a complex corporate network or a smaller, segmented setup, this App provides a seamless and secure way to handle DHCP communications across multiple subnets.

	Downloads:	dhcp_relay.v3.tgz | 166 KB V3
dhcp_relay.v4.tgz | 170 KB V4
dhcp_relay.v2i.tgz | 173 KB V2i
dhcp_relay.v4i.tgz | 170 KB V4i
DHCP_Relay_Application_Note_20240102.pdf | 885 KB






DNP3 Outstation
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.4.1
	Release date:	11.02.2024

	Description:	The DNP3 Outstation Router App transforms your router's I/O ports into a DNP3 slave device, enabling it to communicate via the Distributed Network Protocol 3.0 (DNP3). This capability is essential for industries like utilities and energy, where DNP3 is a standard for data acquisition and control. By utilizing this App, you can integrate your router seamlessly into DNP3-based monitoring and control systems. 

	Downloads:	dnpOut.v3.tgz | 43 KB V3
dnpOut.v4.tgz | 44 KB V4
dnpOut.v2i.tgz | 45 KB V2i
dnpOut.v4i.tgz | 44 KB V4i
DNP3_Outstation_Application_note_20231123.pdf | 2 MB






Docker
		Categories:	IntegrationDocker
	Version:	20.10.27
	Release date:	31.01.2024

	Description:	The Docker Router App serves as an open platform that simplifies the development, shipping, and execution of applications by utilizing containerization technology. With Docker, you can package your applications and dependencies into a lightweight, portable container that can run consistently across various computing environments. This router app is compatible with firmware versions 6.3.2 and newer. By leveraging Docker, you're able to isolate applications in self-contained environments, thereby enhancing security and facilitating easier management and scalability.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	docker.v3.tgz | 42 MB V3
docker.v4.tgz | 58 MB V4
docker.v4i.tgz | 58 MB V4i
Docker Application Note 20231010.pdf | 1 MB






Ethernet Mirroring
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Ethernet Mirroring Router App serves as a tool for port mirroring, allowing for the monitoring and analysis of both incoming and outgoing network traffic. This is especially useful during point-to-point (P2P) testing with Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) as well as for troubleshooting network issues. The app ensures that you can maintain close surveillance of your network's data packets for performance optimization or security audits. This app is compatible with firmware versions 6.1.8 and above, providing an essential utility for network administrators and engineers.

	Downloads:	eth_mirror.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
eth_mirror.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
eth_mirror.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
eth_mirror.v4i.tgz | 12 KB V4i
Ethernet_Mirroring_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 415 KB






Event Notificator
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	2.0.0
	Release date:	21.02.2024

	Description:	The Event Notificator Router App is a versatile utility designed to send out notifications for a range of system events, such as configuration changes, password updates, and failed login attempts. Notifications can be dispatched via email or as SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) traps to designated recipients. This feature is particularly advantageous for enhancing the security posture of your network infrastructure by keeping administrators promptly informed of important events, thereby allowing for timely intervention and remediation. It serves as a valuable asset in maintaining system integrity and security.

	Downloads:	event_notificator.v3.tgz | 27 KB V3
event_notificator.v4.tgz | 27 KB V4
event_notificator.v2i.tgz | 27 KB V2i
event_notificator.v4i.tgz | 27 KB V4i
Event_Notificator_Application_Note_20240306.pdf | 476 KB






Ext4 Filesystem Utilities
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.47.0
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The Ext4 Filesystem Utilities Router App equips your router with the capability to create, check, and mount ext4 file systems, one of the most widely used journaling file systems in Linux environments. Compatible with firmware version 5.3.4 or newer, this utility expands the router's filesystem support, facilitating more versatile storage solutions. Whether you're looking to improve data integrity or exploring more advanced storage configurations, ext4 tools offer the functionality you need.

	Downloads:	ext4_tools.v3.tgz | 578 KB V3
ext4_tools.v4.tgz | 553 KB V4
ext4_tools.v2i.tgz | 585 KB V2i
ext4_tools.v4i.tgz | 553 KB V4i
Ext4_tools_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 469 KB






File Uploader
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.4.2
	Release date:	06.02.2024

	Description:	The File Uploader Router App facilitates file synchronization between the router and a remote device, using either FTP (File Transfer Protocol) or SFTP (Secure FTP). Additionally, the router can serve as an intermediary between two FTP network locations, offering both FTP downloading and FTP/SFTP uploading capabilities.

	Downloads:	fileUploader.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
fileUploader.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
fileUploader.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
fileUploader.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
File_Uploader_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 554 KB






FOTA
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.22.0
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The Firmware Over-The-Air (FOTA) Router App enables seamless, wireless firmware upgrades for your cellular modules directly from the Advantech FOTA server. Primarily designed to bolster security and functionality, this feature ensures that your cellular modules always run the most up-to-date and secure firmware versions. This app eliminates the need for manual intervention in the update process, streamlining operations and minimizing downtime. Refer to the accompanying application note for a detailed list of supported cellular modules and the firmware versions available for update.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	fota.v3.tgz | 262 KB V3
fota.v4.tgz | 278 KB V4
fota.v2i.tgz | 274 KB V2i
fota.v4i.tgz | 278 KB V4i
FOTA_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 532 KB






FRR
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	8.5.4
	Release date:	01.02.2024

	Description:	The FRR (FRRouting) Router App provides a comprehensive suite of Internet routing protocols specifically tailored for Advantech routers. This router app encompasses an array of protocol daemons, including BGP, IS-IS, OSPF, RIP, MPLS, LDP, and VRF. Designed to deliver robust and scalable routing functionalities, FRR enhances the network's ability to handle complex routing configurations efficiently. Its versatile set of features makes it an ideal choice for diverse networking environments, from small-scale local networks to large, enterprise-grade infrastructures.

	Downloads:	frr.v3.tgz | 5 MB V3
frr.v4.tgz | 5 MB V4
frr.v2i.tgz | 5 MB V2i
frr.v4i.tgz | 5 MB V4i
FRR_Application_Note_20231120.pdf | 917 KB






GNU Debugger
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	12.1.1
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The GNU Debugger Router App serves as a robust debugging tool for programs written in C and C++ languages. Invoked through the shell command gdb, this app provides an interactive debugging environment, enabling users to perform tasks such as setting breakpoints, stepping through code, and inspecting variable values. The app offers a wealth of online help resources accessible via the help command, allowing you to navigate through the debugging process effectively. Suitable for both novice and experienced developers, a debugger is a valuable asset for diagnosing issues, optimizing performance, and ensuring the quality of your code.

	Downloads:	gdb.v3.tgz | 3 MB V3
gdb.v4.tgz | 3 MB V4
gdb.v2i.tgz | 3 MB V2i
gdb.v4i.tgz | 3 MB V4i






GPS
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.13.0
	Release date:	08.03.2024

	Description:	The GPS Router App provides comprehensive support for GPS/GNSS receivers, allowing your Advantech router to access real-time location data. This feature is instrumental for applications that require location-based services, such as asset tracking, fleet management, and geofencing. By enabling precise positioning information, the GPS App enhances the router's utility across a wide array of use-cases.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	gps.v3.tgz | 190 KB V3
gps.v4.tgz | 194 KB V4
gps.v2i.tgz | 198 KB V2i
gps.v4i.tgz | 194 KB V4i
GPS_Application_note_20231012.pdf | 624 KB






Guest Status
		Categories:	SecurityAdministration
	Version:	1.0.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Guest Status Router App streamlines the user interface for guest users by limiting their access to only the Status section. This includes sub-sections such as General, Mobile WAN, Network, DHCP, IPsec, WireGuard, DynDNS, and System Log. Additionally, the Logout option under the Administration section remains accessible. This focused approach ensures that guest users can view essential system and network status information without the risk of unauthorized changes to settings or configurations. It's an effective way to maintain operational security while providing necessary visibility to non-admin users.

	Downloads:	guest_status.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
guest_status.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
guest_status.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
guest_status.v4i.tgz | 14 KB V4i
Guest_Status_Version_Application_Note_20231012.pdf | 734 KB






HTTP Authentication
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The HTTP Authentication Router App enhances security by introducing an additional layer of authentication to servers that lack native identity verification. Once this app is activated for a specified server, any attempt to access that server will require the user to enter the IP address of the router and the port number designated for authentication. A standard login prompt will then appear, asking for user credentials. 

	Downloads:	httpAuth.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
httpAuth.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
httpAuth.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
httpAuth.v4i.tgz | 14 KB V4i
HTTP_Authentication_Application_note_20231012.pdf | 543 KB






IO Control
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	1.4.3
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The IO Control Router App is specifically engineered to manage binary inputs and outputs on Advantech routers. This application provides a user-friendly interface that allows you to configure and control digital I/O ports easily. Whether you are interfacing with sensors, switches, or actuators, this app provides the functionality you need to optimize your hardware's performance. 
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	ioControl.v3.tgz | 17 KB V3
ioControl.v4.tgz | 18 KB V4
ioControl.v2i.tgz | 19 KB V2i
ioControl.v4i.tgz | 18 KB V4i
IO_Control_Application_Note_20231103.pdf | 619 KB






L2TP Pseudowire
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	03.01.2024

	Description:	The L2TP Pseudowire Router App offers the capability to tunnel Layer-2 protocols in a pseudo-wire configuration. This app allows for the secure and efficient transport of Layer-2 frames over an IP network, facilitating seamless connectivity between remote LANs. Ideal for businesses that require multi-site integration, this app simplifies the process of connecting disparate networks without the need for extensive hardware changes.

	Downloads:	l2tpPseudowire.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
l2tpPseudowire.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
l2tpPseudowire.v2i.tgz | 12 KB V2i
l2tpPseudowire.v4i.tgz | 12 KB V4i
L2TP_Pseudowire_Application_Note_20240201.pdf | 489 KB






Layer 2 Firewall (L2FW)
		Categories:	SecurityConnectivity
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Layer 2 Firewall (L2FW) Router App provides a robust security layer by enabling MAC address-based filtering. This app allows you to create a defined list of authorized MAC addresses, effectively controlling which devices are granted network access. This targeted filtering is especially useful for securing sensitive areas of your network or for restricting device access in a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environment. 

	Downloads:	l2fw.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
l2fw.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
l2fw.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
l2fw.v4i.tgz | 11 KB V4i
Layer_2_Firewall_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 434 KB






Loopback
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Loopback Router App facilitates network management by creating a virtual interface on the router. This interface remains operational regardless of the status of physical interfaces, making it ideal for network diagnostics and configuration tasks. In addition, the virtual interface can be used for routing protocols that require a stable IP address. 

	Downloads:	loopback.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
loopback.v4.tgz | 10 KB V4
loopback.v2i.tgz | 10 KB V2i
loopback.v4i.tgz | 10 KB V4i
Loopback_Application_Note_20240201.pdf | 424 KB






LUA
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	5.4.6
	Release date:	20.02.2024

	Description:	The LUA Router App provides support for the versatile LUA scripting language, which merges straightforward procedural syntax with robust data manipulation features, such as associative arrays. LUA's extensible semantics make it highly adaptable, allowing for a wide range of applications including configuration automation, data transformation, and custom logic execution.

	Downloads:	lua.v3.tgz | 118 KB V3
lua.v4.tgz | 114 KB V4
lua.v2i.tgz | 122 KB V2i
lua.v4i.tgz | 114 KB V4i
Lua_Application_Note_20231103.pdf | 444 KB






LUA / libmodbus
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	0.8.0
	Release date:	20.02.2024

	Description:	The LUA / libmodbus Router App enhances the LUA Router App by adding support for sending and receiving data with devices supporting the Modbus protocol. This library is capable of utilizing either a serial port or an Ethernet connection for communications.

	Downloads:	lualibmodbus.v3.tgz | 79 KB V3
lualibmodbus.v4.tgz | 82 KB V4
lualibmodbus.v2i.tgz | 79 KB V2i
lualibmodbus.v4i.tgz | 82 KB V4i






Midnight Commander
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	4.7.5
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The Midnight Commander Router App serves as a console-based visual file manager that features a text-based user interface. Its main workspace is divided into two panels, each of which displays elements of the file system, thereby facilitating easier file navigation and manipulation. Ideal for those who prefer the efficiency of a text-based environment, Midnight Commander offers a robust set of features such as file previews, archiving utilities, and advanced search functions. As a powerful alternative to graphical file managers, it enhances the router's file management capabilities, appealing to both novice and expert users.

	Downloads:	mc.v3.tgz | 490 KB V3
mc.v4.tgz | 510 KB V4
mc.v2i.tgz | 493 KB V2i
mc.v4i.tgz | 510 KB V4i
Midnight_Commander_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 483 KB






Modbus Logger
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Modbus Logger Router App enables the router to interact with Modbus RTU slave devices, reading their data for further processing. Once the data is collected, the app facilitates its secure upload to an FTP or FTPS server for centralized storage and analysis. This provides an essential layer of automation for industrial environments where Modbus RTU slave devices are prevalent. The Modbus Logger ensures seamless data integration and offers a straightforward solution for remote monitoring and control of Modbus-enabled devices.

	Downloads:	modbus_logger.v3.tgz | 22 KB V3
modbus_logger.v4.tgz | 22 KB V4
modbus_logger.v2i.tgz | 23 KB V2i
modbus_logger.v4i.tgz | 22 KB V4i
Modbus_Logger_Application_Note_20231020.pdf | 506 KB






Modbus to LwM2M
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.03.2024

	Description:	The Modbus to LwM2M Router App serves as a communication bridge between Modbus/TCP devices and devices utilizing the LwM2M (Lightweight Machine-to-Machine) protocol. By translating and routing data between these two commonly used industrial protocols, this app allows for seamless integration and data exchange within your network. Whether you're aiming to modernize your existing Modbus infrastructure or create a hybrid network environment, the Modbus to LwM2M Router App provides a reliable and streamlined solution for ensuring device interoperability and data cohesiveness.

	Downloads:	ModbusToLwM2M.v3.tgz | 200 KB V3
ModbusToLwM2M.v4.tgz | 198 KB V4
ModbusToLwM2M.v2i.tgz | 215 KB V2i
ModbusToLwM2M.v4i.tgz | 198 KB V4i
Modbus_to_LwM2M_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 498 KB






Modbus to MQTT
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	2.1.0
	Release date:	01.03.2024

	Description:	The Modbus to MQTT Router App enables effortless communication between devices using the Modbus/TCP protocol and those employing MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport). This app serves as a translator between the two protocols, facilitating real-time data exchange and interoperability. Ideal for both modern IoT applications and traditional industrial setups, the Modbus to MQTT Router App ensures that you can integrate diverse devices into a unified, efficient system without compatibility issues.

	Downloads:	mb2mqtt.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
mb2mqtt.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
mb2mqtt.v2i.tgz | 1 MB V2i
mb2mqtt.v4i.tgz | 1 MB V4i
Modbus-MQTT_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 688 KB






MQTT Broker
		Categories:	IIoT
	Version:	2.0.18
	Release date:	31.01.2024

	Description:	The MQTT Broker Router App includes support for the MQTT Message Broker, leveraging the Mosquitto project. It is compatible with MQTT protocol versions 5.0, 3.1.1, and 3.1.

	Downloads:	mqttbroker.v3.tgz | 3 MB V3
mqttbroker.v4.tgz | 3 MB V4
mqttbroker.v2i.tgz | 3 MB V2i
mqttbroker.v4i.tgz | 3 MB V4i
MQTT_Broker_Application_Note_20240209.pdf | 632 KB






MQTT Manager
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	2.3.0
	Release date:	26.02.2024

	Description:	The MQTT Manager Router App enables control and monitoring of Advantech routers via MQTT. Users can send MQTT messages to perform tasks, such as altering binary outputs, and track the router's status by subscribing to designated topics.

	Downloads:	mqttmgr.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
mqttmgr.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
mqttmgr.v2i.tgz | 1 MB V2i
mqttmgr.v4i.tgz | 1 MB V4i
MQTT_Manager_Application_Note_20240228.pdf | 703 KB






NAT
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.4.0
	Release date:	15.01.2024

	Description:	The NAT Router App significantly enhances the native NAT configuration capabilities of your router by introducing SNAT (Source Network Address Translation) and DNAT (Destination Network Address Translation) options. This app significantly expands the number of definable SNAT and DNAT rules, providing a high level of granularity and control over your network's traffic routing. 

	Downloads:	nat.v3.tgz | 15 KB V3
nat.v4.tgz | 15 KB V4
nat.v2i.tgz | 15 KB V2i
nat.v4i.tgz | 15 KB V4i
nat-application-note-20240226.pdf | 471 KB






NetFlow/IPFIX
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	21.01.2024

	Description:	The NetFlow/IPFIX Router App is designed for robust network traffic monitoring and analytics. Equipped with a built-in probe, this app collects essential IP traffic data and forwards it to a designated NetFlow collector and analyzer. By doing so, it provides network administrators with valuable insights into traffic patterns and behavior, thereby assisting in network optimization, security monitoring, and resource allocation planning. 

	Downloads:	netflow.v3.tgz | 597 KB V3
netflow.v4.tgz | 685 KB V4
netflow.v2i.tgz | 598 KB V2i
netflow.v4i.tgz | 680 KB V4i
NetFlow-IPFIX_Application_Note_20231020.pdf | 560 KB






NMAP
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	7.94.0
	Release date:	28.12.2023

	Description:	The NMAP Router App is a versatile security tool that offers both TCP and UDP scanning capabilities. Ideal for network administrators, this app enables the detailed mapping of network architectures and identifies open ports, active hosts, and various attributes of the network. With its robust scanning functionalities, the NMAP app aids in network security audits, vulnerability assessments, and routine network monitoring tasks.

	Downloads:	nmap.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
nmap.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
nmap.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
nmap.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
NMAP_Application_note_20220907.pdf | 1 MB






Node-RED
		Categories:	IIoTDevelopment
	Version:	3.0.2
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED Router App is a dynamic programming tool designed for the efficient integration of hardware devices, APIs, and online services. It comes pre-equipped with a variety of essential nodes, facilitating a user-friendly, drag-and-drop interface that simplifies flow-based programming. For more specialized requirements, additional nodes can be incorporated via distinct Router Apps, augmenting the app's functionality. Node-RED is an ideal platform for rapid prototyping and development, adept at handling diverse automation challenges. It is important to note that the Node.js Router App is a prerequisite for Node-RED's operation.

	Downloads:	nodered.v3.tgz | 9 MB V3
nodered.v4.tgz | 9 MB V4
nodered.v4i.tgz | 9 MB V4i
Node-RED_Application_Note_20240226.pdf | 7 MB






Node-RED / AWS
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.7.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / AWS Router App enhances your Node-RED environment by integrating comprehensive support for Amazon Web Services (AWS). Upon installation, you'll gain access to an extensive set of nodes specifically designed to interact with all AWS cloud services, from computing and storage to databases and machine learning. This facilitates seamless communication and control between your router and AWS infrastructure. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedaws.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
noderedaws.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
noderedaws.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i






Node-RED / Azure
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.6
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Azure Router App augments your Node-RED development environment by introducing specialized support for Microsoft's Azure IoT platform. With this App installed, you can effortlessly establish connections to Azure IoT Hub and Azure IoT Central, while also leveraging Azure IoT Edge as a transparent gateway. The additional nodes provided by this App are specifically engineered for robust and streamlined integration with Azure's suite of IoT services. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedazure.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
noderedazure.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
noderedazure.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i






Node-RED / BACnet
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.7
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / BACnet Router App enhances Node-RED by offering tailored support for the BACnet protocol, a pivotal standard for Building Automation and Control Networks (BACnet). With this specialized App installed, your router gains the capability to seamlessly integrate with and communicate alongside various BACnet-compatible devices within a building's automation infrastructure. This Router App provides additional nodes designed specifically for robust and effective BACnet communications. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedbacnet.v3.tgz | 289 KB V3
noderedbacnet.v4.tgz | 289 KB V4
noderedbacnet.v4i.tgz | 289 KB V4i






Node-RED / Bluetooth
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.9.1
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Bluetooth Router App extends the capabilities of Node-RED by incorporating specialized support for Bluetooth technology, focusing on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices. Once this App is installed on your router, you can effortlessly discover and interact with BLE devices, including reading and writing their service characteristics. The App furnishes Node-RED with additional nodes specifically designed to simplify and optimize Bluetooth operations. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	noderedbt.v3.tgz | 431 KB V3
noderedbt.v4.tgz | 431 KB V4
noderedbt.v4i.tgz | 431 KB V4i






Node-RED / Dashboard
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	3.4.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Dashboard Router App amplifies your Node-RED experience by enabling you to design and implement web user interfaces directly within your Node-RED flows. With this App, you gain access to a collection of specialized nodes tailored for creating interactive and visually engaging dashboards. Whether you're aiming to monitor real-time data, control devices, or visualize complex systems, the Dashboard nodes offer a user-friendly platform to bring your IoT solutions to life. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	nodereddashboard.v3.tgz | 3 MB V3
nodereddashboard.v4.tgz | 3 MB V4
nodereddashboard.v4i.tgz | 3 MB V4i






Node-RED / DNP3
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.1.2
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / DNP3 Router App serves as an invaluable extension for your Node-RED ecosystem, enabling seamless integration with DNP3 (Distributed Network Protocol 3) protocol-based systems. Once installed, your router gains the capability to function as a DNP3 outstation, complete with support for datapoints and control commands. This opens up possibilities for robust and secure communication between your Advantech router and SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems that utilize the DNP3 protocol. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	nodereddnp3.v3.tgz | 627 KB V3
nodereddnp3.v4.tgz | 651 KB V4
nodereddnp3.v4i.tgz | 651 KB V4i






Node-RED / Filesystem
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Filesystem Router App enhances your Node-RED environment by introducing a comprehensive set of filesystem operations. These include the ability to copy, move, create symbolic links, remove files or directories, make new directories, list directory contents, retrieve file or directory statistics, and test access permissions. This added functionality allows for more complex and powerful flows, thereby extending the capabilities of your Advantech router in handling filesystem tasks efficiently. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedfs.v3.tgz | 432 KB V3
noderedfs.v4.tgz | 431 KB V4
noderedfs.v4i.tgz | 431 KB V4i






Node-RED / FTP
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.0.8
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / FTP Router App enriches your Node-RED environment by incorporating support for both FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol). This enables you to perform a variety of essential commands on FTP or SSH servers directly from within your Node-RED flows. The available commands include LIST, for listing files; GET, for retrieving files; PUT, for uploading files; DELETE, for removing files; and MKDIR, for creating new directories. These functionalities offer you a more robust set of options for file management and data transfer operations. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedftp.v3.tgz | 527 KB V3
noderedftp.v4.tgz | 527 KB V4
noderedftp.v4i.tgz | 527 KB V4i






Node-RED / GPS
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.0.7
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / GPS Router App extends your Node-RED environment by adding support for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) functionalities. With this app, you can leverage the GPSd daemon to receive real-time GNSS events as payload data directly within your Node-RED flows. Moreover, you have the ability to filter and selectively choose which GNSS events are relevant to your specific use case. This empowers you to enhance location-based services, monitor assets, or develop various geospatial applications with ease. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	noderedgpsd.v3.tgz | 9 KB V3
noderedgpsd.v4.tgz | 9 KB V4
noderedgpsd.v4i.tgz | 9 KB V4i






Node-RED / Gzip
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.0.3
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Gzip Router App is a valuable addition to your Node-RED setup, enabling gzip compression capabilities. This app allows you to compress or decompress data payloads directly within Node-RED using gzip algorithms. By leveraging gzip compression, you can significantly improve network data transfer efficiency, reduce latency, and enhance the performance of data-driven applications. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedgzip.v3.tgz | 259 KB V3
noderedgzip.v4.tgz | 259 KB V4
noderedgzip.v4i.tgz | 259 KB V4i






Node-RED / KNX
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.4.15
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / KNX Router App significantly enhances your Node-RED environment by incorporating full-fledged support for the KNX protocol, a cornerstone in modern building automation systems. This app includes specialized nodes that grant you precise control over your KNX installation, empowering you to efficiently manage lighting, heating, ventilation, and other building systems. Whether you are integrating new devices or optimizing existing configurations, this app offers a robust and user-friendly way to interact with your KNX setup. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedknx.v3.tgz | 791 KB V3
noderedknx.v4.tgz | 791 KB V4
noderedknx.v4i.tgz | 791 KB V4i






Node-RED / LwM2M
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	2.12.3
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / LwM2M Router App extends Node-RED's capabilities by providing full support for the OMA Lightweight M2M (LwM2M) protocol. Designed explicitly for both machine-to-machine (M2M) communications and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, this Router App enables streamlined device management and facilitates secure access to device services. Whether you're overseeing an extensive network of IoT devices or you're focused on a specialized M2M deployment, this app delivers a robust, scalable solution to effectively manage and interact with your devices. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedlwm2m.v3.tgz | 558 KB V3
noderedlwm2m.v4.tgz | 559 KB V4
noderedlwm2m.v4i.tgz | 559 KB V4i






Node-RED / Modbus
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	5.26.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Modbus Router App enriches Node-RED with comprehensive support for the Modbus protocol, accommodating both TCP and RTU variants. This versatile app allows your router to function as either a client, acting as a Modbus master, or as a server, serving as a Modbus slave. Whether you are looking to integrate Modbus-enabled devices into your automation system or establish a centralized control hub for managing multiple Modbus endpoints, this Router App offers a robust, flexible solution tailored to meet your needs. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedmodbus.v3.tgz | 529 KB V3
noderedmodbus.v4.tgz | 533 KB V4
noderedmodbus.v4i.tgz | 533 KB V4i






Node-RED / OPC UA
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.307
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / OPC UA Router App provides a fully-integrated solution for interacting with OPC UA protocol services, offering both client and server functionalities. This Router App enables your Advantech router to seamlessly engage with OPC UA servers for data acquisition, control, and monitoring, as well as to operate as an OPC UA server itself for data distribution to other OPC UA clients. With this dual capability, you can enjoy unparalleled flexibility in establishing secure, efficient, and scalable data communication between various industrial components. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedopcua.v3.tgz | 4 MB V3
noderedopcua.v4.tgz | 4 MB V4
noderedopcua.v4i.tgz | 4 MB V4i






Node-RED / PLC EtherNet/IP
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.1.3
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / PLC EtherNet/IP Router App serves as a specialized conduit for integrating Node-RED flows with Allen Bradley/Rockwell PLCs via the EtherNet/IP protocol. This facilitates robust communication between your Advantech router and these PLCs over an Ethernet network. Utilizing these dedicated nodes, you can accomplish tasks such as data acquisition, remote monitoring, and control operations with ease and reliability. Whether you are interacting with a single PLC or a fleet of them, this Router App simplifies the process, making it efficient and secure. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedplcethip.v3.tgz | 48 KB V3
noderedplcethip.v4.tgz | 48 KB V4
noderedplcethip.v4i.tgz | 48 KB V4i






Node-RED / PLC Melsec
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / PLC Melsec Router App is designed to seamlessly integrate Node-RED flows with Mitsubishi PLCs using the Melsec protocol. This Router App enables efficient, secure, and reliable communication between your Advantech router and Mitsubishi PLCs via an Ethernet connection. With the aid of these specialized nodes, you can effortlessly perform a wide range of tasks such as data collection, remote monitoring, and control functions tailored for Mitsubishi PLCs. Whether you are interfacing with a single Mitsubishi PLC or managing a complex network of them, this Router App provides a streamlined way to do so. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedplcmc.v3.tgz | 44 KB V3
noderedplcmc.v4.tgz | 44 KB V4
noderedplcmc.v4i.tgz | 44 KB V4i






Node-RED / Splunk
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node-RED / Splunk Router App offers a robust integration with Splunk, facilitating real-time data logging and analytics. This Router App enables Node-RED flows to effortlessly transmit node payloads to Splunk's HTTP Event Collector, providing a seamless conduit for data ingestion into the Splunk platform. Whether your use case involves monitoring network activity, tracking device statuses, or analyzing real-time data streams, this Router App makes it simple to get your data into Splunk for further analysis and visualization. By offering support for Splunk's cloud-based services, this Router App offers both flexibility and scalability to meet your data processing needs. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedsplunk.v3.tgz | 230 KB V3
noderedsplunk.v4.tgz | 230 KB V4
noderedsplunk.v4i.tgz | 230 KB V4i






Node.js
		Categories:	Node-REDDevelopment
	Version:	18.15.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The Node.js Router App serves as a robust JavaScript runtime, built atop Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine. Utilizing an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model, this app is designed for scalable and efficient performance. Perfect for developers and network administrators, Node.js facilitates the creation of fast and scalable network applications, offering a rich library of various JavaScript modules to simplify web development tasks. Whether you're building server-side applications or network programs, Node.js offers a lightweight and efficient solution to meet your needs.

	Downloads:	nodejs.v3.tgz | 12 MB V3
nodejs.v4.tgz | 12 MB V4
nodejs.v4i.tgz | 12 MB V4i
Node.js_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 466 KB






npm
		Categories:	ToolNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	9.5.0
	Release date:	26.01.2024

	Description:	The npm Router App serves as the official package manager for Node.js, enabling users to manage Node.js modules and packages directly on their Advantech routers. While Advantech provides the npm tool as a feature, it's important to note that the company does not offer technical support for nodes installed using this utility. Given that the router environment is embedded, using npm comes with certain limitations and potential risks that users should be aware of. To ensure a smooth and secure experience, we strongly recommend reading Chapter 5.5 of the Node-RED Application Note before utilizing this tool. This section provides crucial guidelines and best practices for using npm in the context of embedded router systems.

	Downloads:	npm.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
npm.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
npm.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i






NTP
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.4.0
	Release date:	26.02.2024

	Description:	The NTP Router App provides time synchronization capabilities for your Advantech router by leveraging the Network Time Protocol (NTP) version 4. This app supports both client and server functionalities, allowing you to maintain accurate system time within your network architecture. It adheres strictly to the IETF RFC 5905 guidelines, ensuring a robust and standardized time synchronization process. This feature is particularly beneficial in network environments where precise timing is crucial for data logging, event coordination, or other time-sensitive operations. By utilizing the NTP Router App, you can ensure that your router, as well as other connected devices, maintain a synchronized time setting, thus enhancing the overall reliability and efficiency of your network.

	Downloads:	ntp.v3.tgz | 558 KB V3
ntp.v4.tgz | 564 KB V4
ntp.v2i.tgz | 567 KB V2i
ntp.v4i.tgz | 564 KB V4i
NTPv4_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 415 KB






NTRIP Client
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	The NTRIP Client Router App enhances your Advantech router's location accuracy using the Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) protocol. Once the app is enabled, your router automatically assumes the role of an NTRIP Client, allowing it to connect to an NTRIP server for real-time, high-precision location data. This functionality is especially valuable in applications that require precise geolocation, such as fleet management, asset tracking, or geofencing. By utilizing the NTRIP Client Router App, you can significantly improve the geospatial accuracy and reliability of your connected devices, ensuring they operate optimally within your network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	ntripClient.v3.tgz | 31 KB V3
ntripClient.v4.tgz | 31 KB V4
ntripClient.v2i.tgz | 31 KB V2i
ntripClient.v4i.tgz | 31 KB V4i
NtripClient_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 578 KB






OpenVPN Custom Config
		Categories:	SecurityRouting
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The OpenVPN Custom Config Router App offers enhanced flexibility by enabling the configuration of up to four additional OpenVPN tunnels on your Advantech router. This feature extends your virtual private network (VPN) capabilities, allowing for more secure and diverse communication pathways within your network infrastructure. Ideal for businesses that require multiple VPN connections for varied applications, this Router App provides an efficient way to manage and optimize your OpenVPN settings. Users can customize each tunnel with unique configurations to suit specific needs, all while maintaining the highest level of data security and integrity. This modular approach ensures that your network remains robust, scalable, and secure, facilitating seamless connectivity between remote devices and central servers.

	Downloads:	openvpn_custom_config.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
openvpn_custom_config.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
openvpn_custom_config.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
openvpn_custom_config.v4i.tgz | 11 KB V4i
OpenVPN_Custom_Config_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 510 KB






Operating Hours Counter
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Operating Hours Counter Router App provides you with the capability to track and manage the operational time of each binary input on your Advantech router. This App features two distinct types of counters: one that is resettable, allowing you to manually zero out the accumulated time, and another that is non-resettable, offering a permanent record of total operational hours.

	Downloads:	ophrscounter.v3.tgz | 21 KB V3
ophrscounter.v4.tgz | 22 KB V4
ophrscounter.v2i.tgz | 22 KB V2i
ophrscounter.v4i.tgz | 22 KB V4i
Operational_Hours_Counter_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 451 KB






Packet Splitter
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.4.1
	Release date:	06.02.2024

	Description:	The Packet Splitter Router App enables data duplication and distribution to multiple targets, supporting up to seven different connections simultaneously. This functionality is useful for real-time data sharing across various endpoints, such as servers or other network devices. By replicating incoming data packets based on predefined settings, the App improves data efficiency, redundancy, and fault tolerance within your network. It is ideal for monitoring systems, backup processes, or multi-tiered analytics platforms.

	Downloads:	packetSplitter.v3.tgz | 20 KB V3
packetSplitter.v4.tgz | 21 KB V4
packetSplitter.v2i.tgz | 21 KB V2i
packetSplitter.v4i.tgz | 21 KB V4i
Packet_Splitter_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 615 KB






PDU SMS
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	The PDU SMS Router App enables the sending of SMS messages that exceed the standard 160-character limit. By utilizing the PDU (Protocol Data Unit) format, the App allows for seamless concatenation of longer text messages. This functionality is particularly useful for transmitting more detailed alerts, notifications, or data logs. Ensure that your recipient's device supports PDU format for optimal message delivery.

	Downloads:	pduSMS.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
pduSMS.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
pduSMS.v2i.tgz | 11 KB V2i
pduSMS.v4i.tgz | 11 KB V4
pduSMS_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 468 KB






Pinger
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	2.7.1
	Release date:	06.02.2024

	Description:	The Pinger Router App continuously monitors the connection between your router and a specified peer device, gathering essential statistics to assess the connection's reliability. It automates the verification process, reducing the need for manual checks. In addition to this, the App also integrates ping and traceroute tools directly into the web user interface for easy network diagnostics. This utility is vital for ensuring consistent and robust network performance.

	Downloads:	pinger.v3.tgz | 35 KB V3
pinger.v4.tgz | 35 KB V4
pinger.v2i.tgz | 35 KB V2i
pinger.v4i.tgz | 35 KB V4i
Pinger_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 1 MB






PLMN Whitelist
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The PLMN Whitelist Router App enables users to customize and manage the list of preferred Public Land Mobile Networks (PLMN) on their SIM card. By curating this list, users can optimize network connectivity and ensure the device connects to high-priority networks. This app provides an easy-to-use interface for PLMN management, making it indispensable for optimizing mobile communications. Take control of your network preferences effortlessly with this utility.

	Downloads:	plmnWhitelist.v3.tgz | 15 KB V3
plmnWhitelist.v4.tgz | 16 KB V4
plmnWhitelist.v2i.tgz | 15 KB V2i
plmnWhitelist.v4i.tgz | 16 KB V4i
PLMN_Whitelist_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 438 KB






PPP Gateway
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	The PPP Gateway Router App facilitates the establishment of a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) connection between the router and a device connected via a serial line. This app is designed to provide a reliable and efficient data link layer for network communications over serial connections. Whether you are integrating legacy equipment or simply prefer serial connectivity, this app makes the configuration and management straightforward. Utilize this app for seamless serial line network integration.

	Downloads:	pppGateway.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
pppGateway.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
pppGateway.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
pppGateway.v4i.tgz | 14 KB V4i
PPPGateway_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 591 KB






Protocol ALPHA-MODBUS
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.6.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol ALPHA-MODBUS Router App serves as a data converter that enables seamless translation from Mitsubishi ALPHA2 protocols to Modbus TCP. This app is an essential tool for integrating Mitsubishi ALPHA2 devices into a Modbus-centric network architecture. It aims to simplify the process of protocol conversion, offering a hassle-free experience for both setup and operation. Utilize this app to bridge the gap between different industrial communication protocols effectively.

	Downloads:	alpha.v3.tgz | 29 KB V3
alpha.v4.tgz | 41 KB V4
alpha.v2i.tgz | 30 KB V2i
alpha.v4i.tgz | 41 KB V4i
ALPHA-MODBUS_application_note_20231024.pdf | 485 KB






Protocol DF1-Ethernet
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol DF1-Ethernet Router App simplifies communication by converting the DF1 serial protocol into TCP/IP, enabling seamless integration of DF1-based devices into modern network infrastructures. This straightforward app streamlines the transition from serial communication to Ethernet-based connections. Its user-friendly operation and configuration make it an essential tool for optimizing network compatibility and performance. Use this app to efficiently bridge the gap between DF1 serial and TCP/IP communication protocols, ensuring reliable and efficient data transfer.

	Downloads:	abcsp2df1.v3.tgz | 40 KB V3
abcsp2df1.v4.tgz | 42 KB V4
abcsp2df1.v2i.tgz | 41 KB V2i
abcsp2df1.v4i.tgz | 42 KB V4i
Protocol_DF1-Ethernet_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 541 KB






Protocol IEC101-104
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.2.4
	Release date:	15.01.2024

	Description:	The Protocol IEC101-104 Router App simplifies communication by converting the IEC101 serial protocol to the IEC104 IP protocol, facilitating seamless integration of IEC101-based devices into IP-based network infrastructures. This app streamlines the transition from serial communication to IP-based connections, offering a user-friendly interface for configuration and operation. It ensures reliable and efficient data transfer, making it an essential tool for optimizing network compatibility and performance. Utilize this app to bridge the gap between IEC101 serial and IEC104 IP communication protocols, enhancing your network's capabilities.

	Downloads:	iec14.v3.tgz | 42 KB V3
iec14.v4.tgz | 42 KB V4
iec14.v2i.tgz | 44 KB V2i
iec14.v4i.tgz | 42 KB V4i
Protocol_IEC_101-104_Application_Note_20231026.pdf | 619 KB






Protocol MODBUS-RTU2TCP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-RTU2TCP Router App offers an essential bridge between Modbus RTU and TCP communication protocols. This app efficiently converts Modbus RTU messages into TCP format while providing a convenient caching mechanism to store them in external Flash memory. This ensures seamless communication between devices using different Modbus protocols, enhancing data transfer reliability and network efficiency. By simplifying protocol conversion and enabling data caching, this app streamlines communication, making it an invaluable tool for optimizing your network's performance.

	Downloads:	rtu2tcp.v3.tgz | 19 KB V3
rtu2tcp.v4.tgz | 20 KB V4
rtu2tcp.v2i.tgz | 20 KB V2i
rtu2tcp.v4i.tgz | 20 KB V4i
Protocol_Modbus_RTU2TCP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 2 MB






Protocol MODBUS-RTUMAP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.2.2
	Release date:	06.03.2024

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-RTUMAP Router App streamlines communication by converting Modbus RTU serial protocol data from multiple Modbus slaves and mapping it to a single Modbus TCP connection. This powerful app simplifies complex data integration tasks, allowing seamless communication across various Modbus devices. By consolidating data from multiple sources into one TCP connection, it enhances efficiency and network performance. Simplify your Modbus data management and ensure reliable communication with this essential app for your router.

	Downloads:	rtuMap.v3.tgz | 20 KB V3
rtuMap.v4.tgz | 20 KB V4
rtuMap.v2i.tgz | 20 KB V2i
rtuMap.v4i.tgz | 20 KB V4i
Protocol_Modbus_RTUMAP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 573 KB






Protocol MODBUS-TCP2RTU
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.11.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-TCP2RTU Router App facilitates versatile communication by converting Modbus RTU serial protocol to Modbus TCP, while also enabling the router's I/O to function as a Modbus slave device. This app offers a seamless bridge between Modbus RTU and TCP, making data exchange effortless. It empowers your router to participate as a Modbus slave, enhancing its capabilities and compatibility within Modbus networks. Simplify your Modbus communication and harness the full potential of your router with this indispensable app.

	Downloads:	tcp2rtu.v3.tgz | 35 KB V3
tcp2rtu.v4.tgz | 31 KB V4
tcp2rtu.v2i.tgz | 36 KB V2i
tcp2rtu.v4i.tgz | 31 KB V4i
Protocol_Modbus_TCP2RTU_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 493 KB






Protocol NHRP (DMVPN)
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.4.0
	Release date:	26.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol NHRP Router App empowers your router with advanced capabilities, including GRE tunneling and IPsec encryption, enhanced by the Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP) for efficient routing. This app enables secure and optimized data transmission through GRE tunnels while preserving confidentiality with IPsec encryption. NHRP routing enhances network efficiency, ensuring that data reaches its destination swiftly and securely. Elevate your router's capabilities with this essential app, making it a valuable asset in your network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	nhrp.v3.tgz | 83 KB V3
nhrp.v4.tgz | 84 KB V4
nhrp.v2i.tgz | 86 KB V2i
nhrp.v4i.tgz | 84 KB V4i
NHRP_Application_Note_20231113.pdf | 663 KB






Protocol PIM-SM
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.5.1
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The Protocol PIM-SM Router App introduces robust support for the PIM-SM (Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode) multicast routing protocol. With this app, your router becomes a powerful participant in multicast networks, facilitating efficient data distribution. PIM-SM enables scalable and optimized multicast routing, ensuring that data is delivered only to the interested recipients, conserving network resources. By adding PIM-SM support, this app enhances your router's capabilities, making it a valuable asset for managing multicast traffic and ensuring seamless data distribution within your network.

	Downloads:	pimSM.v3.tgz | 74 KB V3
pimSM.v4.tgz | 78 KB V4
pimSM.v2i.tgz | 79 KB V2i
pimSM.v4i.tgz | 78 KB V4i
Protocol_PIM-SM_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 529 KB






Python 3
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	3.11.7
	Release date:	07.01.2024

	Description:	The Python 3 Router App expands your router's capabilities by providing support for the Python3 programming language. Python3 is a modern and versatile language known for its readability and extensive library support. With this app, your router becomes a powerful platform for running Python3 scripts and applications. Python3 opens up opportunities for advanced automation, data analysis, and network management tasks. Whether you need to develop custom scripts, integrate Python3-based solutions, or perform data processing, this app equips your router with the tools to excel in a variety of tasks, making it a valuable asset in your network infrastructure.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	python3.v3.tgz | 8 MB V3
python3.v4.tgz | 9 MB V4
python3.v2i.tgz | 7 MB V2i
python3.v4i.tgz | 9 MB V4i






Python 3 with pip
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	3.11.7
	Release date:	07.01.2024

	Description:	The Python 3 with pip Router App significantly enhances your router by integrating Python3, a versatile and robust programming language. This integration allows for the development and execution of custom scripts, automation processes, and various applications directly on your router, transforming it into a multifunctional device for diverse network-related tasks. The addition of pip, Python's package manager, streamlines the management and installation of Python libraries and dependencies, facilitating the easy expansion of your router's capabilities. This synergistic combination of Python3 and pip enables your router to efficiently perform a broad spectrum of functions, from network automation to data analysis. However, please be aware that the installation of Python modules that require compilation is not supported.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	python3_with_pip.v3.tgz | 10 MB V3
python3_with_pip.v4.tgz | 10 MB V4
python3_with_pip.v2i.tgz | 9 MB V2i
python3_with_pip.v4i.tgz | 10 MB V4i






Report Sender
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	06.02.2024

	Description:	The Report Sender Router App simplifies the process of sending system log and report files on a regular basis to a designated email or FTP server. This automated feature ensures that you stay informed about your router's performance and status without manual intervention. With SendReport, you can effortlessly manage your network's data and keep track of critical information with ease.

	Downloads:	sendReport.v3.tgz | 66 KB V3
sendReport.v4.tgz | 66 KB V4
sendReport.v2i.tgz | 67 KB V2i
sendReport.v4i.tgz | 66 KB V4i
Report_Sender_Application_Note_20240206.pdf | 486 KB






Samba
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	4.19.3
	Release date:	15.12.2023

	Description:	The Samba Router App enhances your router's capabilities by allowing you to create a Windows Share, also known as Samba, on the router. This feature enables seamless file and resource sharing within your network, making it compatible with Windows-based systems. Notably, it includes support for NetBIOS nameserver functionality, ensuring smooth and efficient communication between devices. With Samba, you can easily share files, printers, and other resources across your network, improving collaboration and data accessibility for all connected devices.

	Downloads:	samba.v3.tgz | 9 MB V3
samba.v4.tgz | 9 MB V4
samba.v2i.tgz | 9 MB V2i
samba.v4i.tgz | 9 MB V4i
Samba_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 454 KB






SCEP Client
		Categories:	SecurityAdministration
	Version:	2.3.0
	Release date:	05.01.2024

	Description:	The SCEP Client Router App offers scalable Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) functionality, facilitating the secure issuance of certificates within your network. This protocol is designed to efficiently manage and distribute certificates, ensuring robust security measures for your network infrastructure. With the SCEP Client, you can easily deploy and manage digital certificates, enhancing the overall security of your router and connected devices.

	Downloads:	scepClient.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
scepClient.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
scepClient.v2i.tgz | 1 MB V2i
scepClient.v4i.tgz | 1 MB V4i
SCEP_Client_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 481 KB






Secure Syslog
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	07.01.2024

	Description:	The Secure Syslog Router App enhances your network's Syslog capabilities by providing a secure method for forwarding Syslog messages to a server. This is achieved through the implementation of a robust TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocol, ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of your log data during transmission. With Secure Syslog, you can confidently monitor and manage your network's events while maintaining the highest levels of security.

	Downloads:	secure_syslog.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
secure_syslog.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
secure_syslog.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
secure_syslog.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
SecureSyslog_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 488 KB






Serial over LAN
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	4.6.1
	Release date:	20.03.2024

	Description:	Serial over LAN (SOL) is a mechanism how to work with the serial ports over IP. With this Router App (server side) and a suitable client application you can get a virtual serial port on a computer which mirrors the real serial port on the router. It is possible both to read data from and write data to serial port and it also transfers the control signals. It can uses raw transfers or RFC 2217 Telnet Com Port Control. You can connect with this app to a management console on a infrastructure device or PLC etc.

	Downloads:	ser2net.v3.tgz | 226 KB V3
ser2net.v4.tgz | 242 KB V4
ser2net.v2i.tgz | 231 KB V2i
ser2net.v4i.tgz | 242 KB V4i
Serial_over_LAN_Application_Note_20240322.pdf | 434 KB






Serial to TCP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.5.0
	Release date:	20.03.2024

	Description:	Serial to TCP Router App enables communication with a serial port via TCP. User can connect the router serial ports to one or multiple TCP servers and use bidirectional communication. With this app it is possible to collect data from the seriail devices (e.g sensors, PLCs, infrastructure devices) over network and/or send data to them.

	Downloads:	serial2tcp.v3.tgz | 20 KB V3
serial2tcp.v4.tgz | 20 KB V4
serial2tcp.v2i.tgz | 21 KB V2i
serial2tcp.v4i.tgz | 20 KB V4i
Serial_to_TCP_Application_Note_20240326.pdf | 482 KB






Service Access Limitation
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Service Access Limitation module empowers you to enforce access restrictions for services like HTTP, FTP, SSH, and more on designated interfaces. This security-enhancing feature allows you to control and limit service accessibility, helping you bolster the protection of your network and sensitive resources.

	Downloads:	service_acl.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
service_acl.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
service_acl.v2i.tgz | 12 KB V2i
service_acl.v4i.tgz | 12 KB V4i
Service_Access_Limitation_Application_Note_20231113.pdf | 483 KB






Sleep Mode
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	13.03.2024

	Description:	The Sleep Mode Router App offers advanced functionality for managing the router's sleep mode. It allows you to transition the router into Low Power Mode (LPM) and subsequently awaken it, all while considering various configurable parameters. This intuitive graphical user interface empowers you to efficiently control and optimize power consumption to meet your specific needs.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	sleepmode.v3.tgz | 14 KB V3
sleepmode.v4.tgz | 15 KB V4
sleepmode.v2i.tgz | 15 KB V2i
sleepmode.v4i.tgz | 15 KB V4i
Sleep_Mode_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 434 KB






Stunnel
		Categories:	SecurityRouting
	Version:	1.4.0
	Release date:	29.12.2023

	Description:	The Stunnel Router App empowers you to establish secure and encrypted network tunnels, enveloped within the SSL protocol. This functionality ensures that your data transmissions remain protected and confidential, making it an essential tool for safeguarding sensitive information during network communications.

	Downloads:	stunnel.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
stunnel.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
stunnel.v2i.tgz | 1 MB V2i
stunnel.v4i.tgz | 1 MB V4i
Stunnel_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 556 KB






TCP SYN Keep-Alive
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	The TCP SYN Keep-Alive Router App provides a crucial function of monitoring TCP connections with specific IP addresses. By continually checking the connection status, it helps ensure the reliability and stability of network communication, making it an essential tool for maintaining seamless connectivity.

	Downloads:	tcpsynka.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
tcpsynka.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
tcpsynka.v2i.tgz | 12 KB V2i
tcpsynka.v4i.tgz | 12 KB V4i
TCP_SYN_Keep-Alive_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 462 KB






Transparent mode
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The Transparent mode Router App facilitates the seamless transfer of the mobile WAN IP address to a connected device on the ETH interface. This feature ensures that the connected device can efficiently utilize the mobile WAN IP address, simplifying network connectivity and enhancing communication capabilities.

	Downloads:	transparentMode.v3.tgz | 2 KB V3
transparentMode.v4.tgz | 2 KB V4
transparentMode.v2i.tgz | 2 KB V2i
transparentMode.v4i.tgz | 2 KB V4i
TransparentMode_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 858 KB






UDP Communication Watchdog
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	2.1.1
	Release date:	10.02.2024

	Description:	The UDP Communication Watchdog function allows the router to monitor specific UDP packet responses. In the event that no response is received, the router intelligently switches to another SIM card to maintain continuous and reliable communication. This feature ensures uninterrupted connectivity and responsiveness in critical network scenarios.

	Downloads:	udp_watchdog.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
udp_watchdog.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
udp_watchdog.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
udp_watchdog.v4i.tgz | 14 KB V4i
UDP_Communication_Watchdog_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 631 KB






URL Blocker
		Categories:	ToolConnectivityIntegration
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	10.03.2024

	Description:	The URL Blocker feature empowers users to effectively block access to specific domains (URLs) for connected devices. By configuring this functionality, you can enhance network security and control access to websites, ensuring a safer and more focused online experience for users.

	Downloads:	url_blocker.v3.tgz | 711 KB V3
url_blocker.v4.tgz | 723 KB V4
url_blocker.v2i.tgz | 724 KB V2i
url_blocker.v4i.tgz | 723 KB V4i
URL_Blocker_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 486 KB






USR LED Management
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	03.01.2024

	Description:	The USR LED Management Router App brings you the complete control over the USR LED, allowing you to indicate various status information precisely. This feature enables you to select from a wide range of triggers for the USR LED on the router interface, including options like binary input and output states, port activity, WiFi modes, and IPsec connection status. Tailor the LED behavior to your specific monitoring and status display needs for a more comprehensive and customizable user experience.

	Downloads:	usrled_mgmt.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
usrled_mgmt.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
usrled_mgmt.v2i.tgz | 14 KB V2i
usrled_mgmt.v4i.tgz | 14 KB V4i
USR_LED_Management_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 2 MB






Vim
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	9.0.2190
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The Vim Router Apps installs the Vim text editor, a versatile and powerful tool for text editing and code development. With Vim, you gain access to an extensive set of features and customization options, making it a valuable addition to your router's software toolkit for efficient text and code editing tasks.

	Downloads:	vim.v3.tgz | 566 KB V3
vim.v4.tgz | 582 KB V4
vim.v2i.tgz | 569 KB V2i
vim.v4i.tgz | 581 KB V4i
Vim_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 469 KB






Wake-on-LAN Gateway
		Categories:	Protocol ConversionTool
	Version:	1.3.2
	Release date:	12.03.2024

	Description:	The Wake-on-LAN Gateway app serves as a UDP port listener, capturing incoming communication on the selected UDP port and subsequently forwarding these packets as broadcasts to the appropriate destination address. This functionality enables Wake-on-LAN (WoL) capabilities, allowing you to remotely power on devices connected to the network.

	Downloads:	WoLGateway.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
WoLGateway.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
WoLGateway.v2i.tgz | 13 KB V2i
WoLGateway.v4i.tgz | 13 KB V4i
WoL_Gateway_Application_Note_20240318.pdf | 459 KB






Web Terminal
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.3
	Release date:	03.02.2024

	Description:	The Web Terminal Router App brings you access to a shell console directly from the router's GUI with the Web Terminal app. This convenient feature provides an integrated command-line interface within the router's graphical user interface, allowing for easy and efficient management and configuration tasks.

	Downloads:	webTerm.v3.tgz | 32 KB V3
webTerm.v4.tgz | 33 KB V4
webTerm.v2i.tgz | 32 KB V2i
webTerm.v4i.tgz | 33 KB V4i
Web_Terminal_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 482 KB






WiFi SSID Switch
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	16.02.2024

	Description:	The WiFi SSID Switch Router App empowers your router to seamlessly switch between up to four SSIDs, offering enhanced flexibility and connectivity options for your WiFi networks. This feature ensures that your router automatically connects to the most suitable SSID, optimizing your wireless network experience.
[Limited to specific router models]|

	Downloads:	wifi_ssid_switch.v3.tgz | 28 KB V3
wifi_ssid_switch.v4.tgz | 28 KB V4
wifi_ssid_switch.v2i.tgz | 28 KB V2i
wifi_ssid_switch.v4i.tgz | 28 KB V4i
WiFi_SSID_Switch_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 644 KB






WiFi STA Relay
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.4.1
	Release date:	29.02.2024

	Description:	The WiFi STA Relay Router App enables transparent mode on your router, configuring the WiFi interface in client mode and bridging it to the Ethernet interface (ETH). This setup allows for seamless communication between devices connected to the router's WiFi interface and those on the Ethernet network, providing a versatile networking solution.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	wifi_relay.v3.tgz | 125 KB V3
wifi_relay.v4.tgz | 127 KB V4
wifi_relay.v2i.tgz | 126 KB V2i
wifi_relay.v4i.tgz | 128 KB V4i
WiFi_STA_Relay_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 498 KB






Zabbix Agent
		Categories:	SecurityIntegration
	Version:	6.0.24
	Release date:	05.01.2024

	Description:	The Zabbix Agent Router App functions as an agent for the Zabbix network monitoring platform. It enables the router to actively participate in network monitoring, providing essential data and metrics to the Zabbix platform for comprehensive network analysis and management.

	Downloads:	zabbix_agent.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
zabbix_agent.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
zabbix_agent.v2i.tgz | 2 MB V2i
zabbix_agent.v4i.tgz | 2 MB V4i
Zabbix_Integration_Guide_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 545 KB
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802.1X Authenticator
		Categories:	SecurityConnectivity
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The 802.1X Authenticator Router App initiates the hostapd service on specified Ethernet ports, thereby creating a security barrier for network traffic. All incoming and outgoing traffic is temporarily blocked, with the exception of MAC addresses that successfully complete the 802.1X authentication protocol. This App enhances network security by ensuring only authenticated devices gain access to the network resources. It is a crucial component for enterprises looking to implement a robust, secure networking environment.

	Downloads:	eth1x_auth.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
eth1x_auth.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
eth1x_auth.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
802.1X_Authenticator_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 471 KB






AT Modem Emulator
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.0.4
	Release date:	03.10.2018

	Description:	The AT Modem Emulator Router App mimics the behavior of a traditional telephone modem, providing an interface for dial-up connectivity via the router's serial port. When a device is connected to the router's serial interface, it perceives the router as a HAYES-compatible modem and can use standard AT commands to initiate, configure, and terminate a TCP/IP connection. This emulator is capable of establishing connections not only with other instances of the AT Modem Emulator running on separate routers but also with any TCP server listening on the appropriate port. This functionality allows for seamless integration of legacy devices into modern networking environments, making it a valuable tool for both retrofits and new installations.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	atModemEmulator.v2.tgz | 30 KB V2V2i
atModemEmulator.v3.tgz | 29 KB V3
AT_Modem_Emulator_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 729 KB






Azure IoT SDK Python API Version 2
		Categories:	IIoTToolDevelopment
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	03.06.2021

	Description:	The Azure IoT SDK Python API Version 2 Router App enables Advantech routers to establish a secure connection to Microsoft's Azure IoT platform, facilitating seamless data exchange and device management. To operate this app, it's essential to install both the Python3 and the Azure IoT SDK Python router apps on your router. Python3 is a prerequisite for the Azure IoT SDK to function properly; however, it is packaged as a separate module and can also be used independently for other Python3-based applications. This App serves as a bridge between your router and the Azure IoT ecosystem, making it an integral component for businesses aiming to leverage the capabilities of Azure IoT in their network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v2.tgz | 821 KB V2V2i
azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v3.tgz | 821 KB V3
azure_iot_sdk_python_v2.v4.tgz | 821 KB V4
Azure_IoT_SDK_Python_Application_note_20220307.pdf | 1 MB






Backup APN
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Backup APN Router App provides users with the flexibility to designate both a Primary and Backup Access Point Name (APN) for the router's first SIM card. This feature enhances network resilience by automatically switching to the Backup APN in scenarios where the connection to the Primary APN fails or is not established within a specified timeframe. This automatic failover capability ensures uninterrupted data transmission and maximizes uptime, making it an essential tool for mission-critical applications and remote deployments.

	Downloads:	backup_apn.v2.tgz | 11 KB V2V2i
backup_apn.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
backup_apn.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
Backup_APN_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 456 KB






Band Select
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity
	Version:	1.8.0
	Release date:	03.11.2023

	Description:	The Band Select Router App enables users to customize the range of frequency bands supported by our routers. By limiting the frequency bands, you can optimize network performance and better align with specific carrier or regional requirements. This feature is particularly useful in environments where network congestion is an issue or when adhering to regulatory limitations on frequency usage. It offers a tailored networking experience by giving you more control over your router's connectivity options.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	bandsel.v2.tgz | 28 KB V2V2i
bandsel.v3.tgz | 28 KB V3
bandsel.v4.tgz | 28 KB V4
BandSelect_Application_Note_20231123.pdf | 768 KB






Bluetooth
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	19.01.2021

	Description:	The Bluetooth Router App incorporates Bluez 5 and D-Bus to provide comprehensive Bluetooth functionality for your router. The Bluetooth is very useful for communication with the IoT sensors via the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol. With this RouterApp, it is also possible to easily pair the Bluetooth devices with your router and then use the Bluetooth networking (PAN) to provide a LAN and/or internet access for these devices.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	bluetooth.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
Bluetooth_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 2 MB






Bondix S.A.NE Enterprise
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity3rd Party
	Release date:	21.04.2022

	Description:	With Bondix S.A.NE Enterprise Router App, two or more WAN connections can be aggregated to achieve higher bandwidth as well as higher availability.
The Bondix S.A.NE Enterprise uses bonding technology to optimize the speed and latency overall connections.

	Downloads:	https://www.lucom.de/bondix-advantech.html  V2V3V4V2i






Captive Portal
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.5.1
	Release date:	01.02.2023

	Description:	The Captive Portal Router App transforms your router into a WiFi hotspot with built-in user access control. It features a customizable landing page where users must authenticate before gaining access to the network. In addition to user authentication, the app offers Quality of Service (QoS) settings to prioritize traffic and ensure a smooth user experience. Monitoring capabilities are also included, allowing you to track the activity and behavior of connected users. This App is ideal for businesses, public spaces, or any environment requiring controlled and monitored WiFi access, combining ease of use with robust functionality.

	Downloads:	captive_portal.v2.tgz | 1 MB V2V2i
captive_portal.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
captive_portal.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
WelcomePageExample.tar.gz | 12 KB V2V3V4V2i
Captive_Portal_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 568 KB






CPE WAN Management Protocol (TR-069)
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	CPE WAN Management Protocol described in the Broadband Forum Technical Report 069 (TR-069) is a robust application layer protocol designed for efficient remote monitoring and management of routers. It empowers administrators with the tools needed to oversee and maintain routers from a remote location, ensuring optimal performance and seamless network management.

	Downloads:	tr_069.v2.tgz | 2 MB V2V2i
tr_069.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
tr_069.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4
Technical_Report_069_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 2 MB






Cumulocity Agent
		Categories:	IIoTIntegration
	Version:	2.2.0
	Release date:	27.12.2020

	Description:	The Cumulocity Agent Router App serves as an agent that enables seamless integration with the Cumulocity IoT cloud platform. This app facilitates real-time data exchange and device management, streamlining your IoT operations. Designed to work out-of-the-box, it allows for easy configuration and deployment, making it an ideal solution for organizations aiming to leverage the capabilities of the Cumulocity IoT platform. Whether you're tracking assets, monitoring sensor data, or managing a fleet of devices, this App acts as a vital link between your router and the Cumulocity IoT ecosystem.

	Downloads:	cumulocity.v2.tgz | 1 MB V2V2i
cumulocity.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
cumulocity.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
Cumulocity_Agent_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 2 MB






Customer Logo
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Customer Logo Router App empowers you to personalize the look of your router's web interface by replacing the default logo with your own branding. Specifically designed for firmware version 6.2.0 and later, this App enhances the user experience by adding a unique, visual identity to your network interface. Please note that this feature is not supported on routers of the v2 platform. Whether you're aiming for corporate branding or simply looking for a more customized dashboard, the Customer Logo App provides an effortless solution for achieving your design goals.

	Downloads:	customerlogo.v2.tgz | 10 KB V2V2i
customerlogo.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
customerlogo.v4.tgz | 10 KB V4
Customer_Logo_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 435 KB






Daily Reboot
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Daily Reboot Router App provides a feature that enables scheduled, daily reboots of your router at a user-defined time. This function can be particularly useful for maintaining optimal system performance, resolving minor issues automatically, and ensuring that updates are effectively applied. With simple configuration steps, you can set up the App to execute daily reboots, thus reducing the need for manual intervention and enhancing system stability.

	Downloads:	dailyReboot.v2.tgz | 10 KB V2V2i
dailyReboot.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
dailyReboot.v4.tgz | 10 KB V4
DailyReboot_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 435 KB






DHCP based on MAC OUI
		Categories:	RoutingDevelopment
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The DHCP based on MAC OUI Router App streamlines the process of IP address assignment by targeting the MAC Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI), which constitutes the first three bytes of a device's MAC address. This is especially useful when you have multiple devices from a single manufacturer that share the same MAC OUI. By leveraging this feature, you can efficiently allocate IP addresses to a group of similar devices, simplifying network management tasks. Whether you're an administrator dealing with a large network or a small business owner with a more straightforward setup, this App offers a convenient solution for organized and consistent IP address allocation.

	Downloads:	dhcpMacOui.v2.tgz | 11 KB V2V2i
dhcpMacOui.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
dhcpMacOui.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
DHCPMacOui_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 416 KB






DHCP Relay (over IPsec)
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	21.08.2020

	Description:	The DHCP Relay (over IPsec) Router App serves as a DHCP relay agent, facilitating communication between a DHCP server and DHCP clients situated on different subnets. This is particularly advantageous when you need to extend DHCP services across various network segments, eliminating the need for multiple DHCP servers. The App is designed to work in conjunction with route-based IPsec, ensuring secure data transmission while relaying DHCP packets. Whether you are managing a complex corporate network or a smaller, segmented setup, this App provides a seamless and secure way to handle DHCP communications across multiple subnets.

	Downloads:	dhcp_relay.v2.tgz | 172 KB V2V2i
dhcp_relay.v3.tgz | 165 KB V3
DHCP_Relay_Application_Note_20240102.pdf | 885 KB






DNP3 Outstation
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.4.0
	Release date:	10.11.2023

	Description:	The DNP3 Outstation Router App transforms your router's I/O ports into a DNP3 slave device, enabling it to communicate via the Distributed Network Protocol 3.0 (DNP3). This capability is essential for industries like utilities and energy, where DNP3 is a standard for data acquisition and control. By utilizing this App, you can integrate your router seamlessly into DNP3-based monitoring and control systems. 

	Downloads:	dnpOut.v2.tgz | 43 KB V2V2i
dnpOut.v3.tgz | 42 KB V3
dnpOut.v4.tgz | 42 KB V4
DNP3_Outstation_Application_note_20231123.pdf | 2 MB






Docker
		Categories:	IntegrationDocker
	Version:	20.11.1
	Release date:	08.03.2023

	Description:	The Docker Router App serves as an open platform that simplifies the development, shipping, and execution of applications by utilizing containerization technology. With Docker, you can package your applications and dependencies into a lightweight, portable container that can run consistently across various computing environments. This router app is compatible with firmware versions 6.3.2 and newer. By leveraging Docker, you're able to isolate applications in self-contained environments, thereby enhancing security and facilitating easier management and scalability.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	docker.v3.tgz | 41 MB V3
docker.v4.tgz | 58 MB V4
Docker_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 1 MB






EasyVPN Client
		Categories:	SecurityRouting
	Version:	1.0.7
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The EasyVPN Client Router App enables the establishment of a secure and encrypted connection between a local area network (LAN) behind an Advantech router and another LAN behind a CISCO router. This ensures secure data transmission and enhances network integrity. By utilizing this app, users can easily set up Virtual Private Network (VPN) channels, streamlining the connectivity process and providing an additional layer of security for both networks involved. 

	Downloads:	easyVpn.v2.tgz | 659 KB V2V2i
easyVpn.v3.tgz | 672 KB V3
EasyVPNclient_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 483 KB






Ethernet Mirroring
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Ethernet Mirroring Router App serves as a tool for port mirroring, allowing for the monitoring and analysis of both incoming and outgoing network traffic. This is especially useful during point-to-point (P2P) testing with Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) as well as for troubleshooting network issues. The app ensures that you can maintain close surveillance of your network's data packets for performance optimization or security audits. This app is compatible with firmware versions 6.1.8 and above, providing an essential utility for network administrators and engineers.

	Downloads:	eth_mirror.v2.tgz | 11 KB V2V2i
eth_mirror.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
eth_mirror.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
Ethernet_Mirroring_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 415 KB






Event Notificator
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	06.10.2021

	Description:	The Event Notificator Router App is a versatile utility designed to send out notifications for a range of system events, such as configuration changes, password updates, and failed login attempts. Notifications can be dispatched via email or as SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) traps to designated recipients. This feature is particularly advantageous for enhancing the security posture of your network infrastructure by keeping administrators promptly informed of important events, thereby allowing for timely intervention and remediation. It serves as a valuable asset in maintaining system integrity and security.

	Downloads:	event_notificator.v2.tgz | 19 KB V2V2i
event_notificator.v3.tgz | 18 KB V3
event_notificator.v4.tgz | 19 KB V4
Event_Notificator_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 443 KB






Ext4 Filesystem Utilities
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	15.03.2021

	Description:	The Ext4 Filesystem Utilities Router App equips your router with the capability to create, check, and mount ext4 file systems, one of the most widely used journaling file systems in Linux environments. Compatible with firmware version 5.3.4 or newer, this utility expands the router's filesystem support, facilitating more versatile storage solutions. Whether you're looking to improve data integrity or exploring more advanced storage configurations, ext4 tools offer the functionality you need.

	Downloads:	ext4_tools.v3.tgz | 563 KB V3
ext4_tools.v4.tgz | 540 KB V4
Ext4_tools_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 469 KB






File Uploader
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The File Uploader Router App facilitates file synchronization between the router and a remote device, using either FTP (File Transfer Protocol) or SFTP (Secure FTP). Additionally, the router can serve as an intermediary between two FTP network locations, offering both FTP downloading and FTP/SFTP uploading capabilities.

	Downloads:	fileUploader.v2.tgz | 863 KB V2V2i
fileUploader.v3.tgz | 871 KB V3
fileUploader.v4.tgz | 894 KB V4
File_Uploader_Application_note_20231010.pdf | 554 KB






FOTA
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.21.0
	Release date:	05.09.2023

	Description:	The Firmware Over-The-Air (FOTA) Router App enables seamless, wireless firmware upgrades for your cellular modules directly from the Advantech FOTA server. Primarily designed to bolster security and functionality, this feature ensures that your cellular modules always run the most up-to-date and secure firmware versions. This app eliminates the need for manual intervention in the update process, streamlining operations and minimizing downtime. Refer to the accompanying application note for a detailed list of supported cellular modules and the firmware versions available for update.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	fota.v2.tgz | 249 KB V2V2i
fota.v3.tgz | 238 KB V3
fota.v4.tgz | 256 KB V4
FOTA_Application_Note_20231010.pdf | 532 KB






FRR
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	03.11.2022

	Description:	The FRR (FRRouting) Router App provides a comprehensive suite of Internet routing protocols specifically tailored for Advantech routers. This router app encompasses an array of protocol daemons, including BGP, IS-IS, OSPF, RIP, MPLS, LDP, and VRF. Designed to deliver robust and scalable routing functionalities, FRR enhances the network's ability to handle complex routing configurations efficiently. Its versatile set of features makes it an ideal choice for diverse networking environments, from small-scale local networks to large, enterprise-grade infrastructures.

	Downloads:	frr.v2.tgz | 4 MB V2V2i
frr.v3.tgz | 4 MB V3
frr.v4.tgz | 5 MB V4
FRR_Application_Note_20231120.pdf | 917 KB






GNU Debugger
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	12.1.0
	Release date:	13.07.2023

	Description:	The GNU Debugger Router App serves as a robust debugging tool for programs written in C and C++ languages. Invoked through the shell command gdb, this app provides an interactive debugging environment, enabling users to perform tasks such as setting breakpoints, stepping through code, and inspecting variable values. The app offers a wealth of online help resources accessible via the help command, allowing you to navigate through the debugging process effectively. Suitable for both novice and experienced developers, a debugger is a valuable asset for diagnosing issues, optimizing performance, and ensuring the quality of your code.

	Downloads:	gdb.v2.tgz | 3 MB V2V2i
gdb.v3.tgz | 3 MB V3
gdb.v4.tgz | 3 MB V4






GPS
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.11.0
	Release date:	13.09.2022

	Description:	The GPS Router App provides comprehensive support for GPS/GNSS receivers, allowing your Advantech router to access real-time location data. This feature is instrumental for applications that require location-based services, such as asset tracking, fleet management, and geofencing. By enabling precise positioning information, the GPS App enhances the router's utility across a wide array of use-cases.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	gps.v2.tgz | 194 KB V2V2i
gps.v3.tgz | 186 KB V3
gps.v4.tgz | 190 KB V4
GPS_Application_note_20231012.pdf | 624 KB






Guest Status
		Categories:	
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	23.05.2023

	Description:	The Guest Status Router App streamlines the user interface for guest users by limiting their access to only the Status section. This includes sub-sections such as General, Mobile WAN, Network, DHCP, IPsec, WireGuard, DynDNS, and System Log. Additionally, the Logout option under the Administration section remains accessible. This focused approach ensures that guest users can view essential system and network status information without the risk of unauthorized changes to settings or configurations. It's an effective way to maintain operational security while providing necessary visibility to non-admin users.

	Downloads:	guest_status.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
guest_status.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
guest_status.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
Guest_Status_Version_Application_Note_20231012.pdf | 734 KB






HTTP Authentication
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	04.02.2022

	Description:	The HTTP Authentication Router App enhances security by introducing an additional layer of authentication to servers that lack native identity verification. Once this app is activated for a specified server, any attempt to access that server will require the user to enter the IP address of the router and the port number designated for authentication. A standard login prompt will then appear, asking for user credentials. 

	Downloads:	httpAuth.v2.tgz | 13 KB V2V2i
httpAuth.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
ihttpAuth.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
HTTP_Authentication_Application_note_20231012.pdf | 543 KB






IO Control
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	1.4.2
	Release date:	03.08.2023

	Description:	The IO Control Router App is specifically engineered to manage binary inputs and outputs on Advantech routers. This application provides a user-friendly interface that allows you to configure and control digital I/O ports easily. Whether you are interfacing with sensors, switches, or actuators, this app provides the functionality you need to optimize your hardware's performance. 
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	ioControl.v2.tgz | 18 KB V2V2i
ioControl.v3.tgz | 17 KB V3
ioControl.v4.tgz | 18 KB V4
IO_Control_Application_Note_20231103.pdf | 619 KB






L2TP Pseudowire
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	23.08.2021

	Description:	The L2TP Pseudowire Router App offers the capability to tunnel Layer-2 protocols in a pseudo-wire configuration. This app allows for the secure and efficient transport of Layer-2 frames over an IP network, facilitating seamless connectivity between remote LANs. Ideal for businesses that require multi-site integration, this app simplifies the process of connecting disparate networks without the need for extensive hardware changes.

	Downloads:	l2tpPseudowire.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
l2tpPseudowire.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
l2tpPseudowire.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
L2TP_Pseudowire_Application_Note_20240201.pdf | 489 KB






Layer 2 Firewall (L2FW)
		Categories:	SecurityConnectivity
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Layer 2 Firewall (L2FW) Router App provides a robust security layer by enabling MAC address-based filtering. This app allows you to create a defined list of authorized MAC addresses, effectively controlling which devices are granted network access. This targeted filtering is especially useful for securing sensitive areas of your network or for restricting device access in a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environment. 

	Downloads:	l2fw.v2.tgz | 10 KB V2V2i
l2fw.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
l2fw.v4.tgz | 10 KB V4
Layer_2_Firewall_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 434 KB






Loopback
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Loopback Router App facilitates network management by creating a virtual interface on the router. This interface remains operational regardless of the status of physical interfaces, making it ideal for network diagnostics and configuration tasks. In addition, the virtual interface can be used for routing protocols that require a stable IP address. 

	Downloads:	loopback.v2.tgz | 9 KB V2V2i
loopback.v3.tgz | 9 KB V3
loopback.v4.tgz | 10 KB V4
Loopback_Application_Note_20240201.pdf | 424 KB






LUA
		Categories:	Development
	Version:	5.3.5
	Release date:	27.05.2020

	Description:	The LUA Router App provides support for the versatile LUA scripting language, which merges straightforward procedural syntax with robust data manipulation features, such as associative arrays. LUA's extensible semantics make it highly adaptable, allowing for a wide range of applications including configuration automation, data transformation, and custom logic execution.

	Downloads:	lua.v2.tgz | 271 KB V2V2i
lua.v3.tgz | 267 KB V3
lua.v4.tgz | 264 KB V4
lualibmodbus.v2.tgz | 73 KB V2V2i
lualibmodbus.v3.tgz | 72 KB V3
lualibmodbus.v4.tgz | 76 KB V4
Lua_Application_Note_20231103.pdf | 444 KB






Midnight Commander
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	4.7.5
	Release date:	15.05.2023

	Description:	The Midnight Commander Router App serves as a console-based visual file manager that features a text-based user interface. Its main workspace is divided into two panels, each of which displays elements of the file system, thereby facilitating easier file navigation and manipulation. Ideal for those who prefer the efficiency of a text-based environment, Midnight Commander offers a robust set of features such as file previews, archiving utilities, and advanced search functions. As a powerful alternative to graphical file managers, it enhances the router's file management capabilities, appealing to both novice and expert users.

	Downloads:	mc.v2.tgz | 493 KB V2V2i
mc.v3.tgz | 490 KB V3
mc.v4.tgz | 510 KB V4
Midnight_Commander_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 483 KB






Modbus Logger
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	19.10.2018

	Description:	The Modbus Logger Router App enables the router to interact with Modbus RTU slave devices, reading their data for further processing. Once the data is collected, the app facilitates its secure upload to an FTP or FTPS server for centralized storage and analysis. This provides an essential layer of automation for industrial environments where Modbus RTU slave devices are prevalent. The Modbus Logger ensures seamless data integration and offers a straightforward solution for remote monitoring and control of Modbus-enabled devices.

	Downloads:	modbus_logger.v2.tgz | 22 KB V2V2i
modbus_logger.v3.tgz | 22 KB V3
Modbus_Logger_Application_Note_20231020.pdf | 506 KB






Modbus to LwM2M
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.0.7
	Release date:	28.08.2020

	Description:	The Modbus to LwM2M Router App serves as a communication bridge between Modbus/TCP devices and devices utilizing the LwM2M (Lightweight Machine-to-Machine) protocol. By translating and routing data between these two commonly used industrial protocols, this app allows for seamless integration and data exchange within your network. Whether you're aiming to modernize your existing Modbus infrastructure or create a hybrid network environment, the Modbus to LwM2M Router App provides a reliable and streamlined solution for ensuring device interoperability and data cohesiveness.

	Downloads:	ModbusToLwM2M.v2.tgz | 300 KB V2V3V2i
Modbus_to_LwM2M_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 498 KB






Modbus to MQTT
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	2.0.20
	Release date:	30.08.2023

	Description:	The Modbus to MQTT Router App enables effortless communication between devices using the Modbus/TCP protocol and those employing MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport). This app serves as a translator between the two protocols, facilitating real-time data exchange and interoperability. Ideal for both modern IoT applications and traditional industrial setups, the Modbus to MQTT Router App ensures that you can integrate diverse devices into a unified, efficient system without compatibility issues.

	Downloads:	mb2mqtt.v2-2.0.20-20230830T015302Z.tgz | 1016 KB V2V3V4V2i
Modbus-MQTT_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 688 KB






MQTT Broker
		Categories:	IIoT
	Version:	2.0.12
	Release date:	30.09.2021

	Description:	The MQTT Broker Router App includes support for the MQTT Message Broker, leveraging the Mosquitto project. It is compatible with MQTT protocol versions 5.0, 3.1.1, and 3.1.

	Downloads:	mqttbroker.v2.tgz | 814 KB V2V2i
mqttbroker.v3.tgz | 815 KB V3
mqttbroker.v4.tgz | 835 KB V4






MQTT Manager
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	2.0.0
	Release date:	20.01.2022

	Description:	The MQTT Manager Router App enables control and monitoring of Advantech routers via MQTT. Users can send MQTT messages to perform tasks, such as altering binary outputs, and track the router's status by subscribing to designated topics.

	Downloads:	mqttmgr.v2.tgz | 666 KB V2V2i
mqttmgr.v3.tgz | 664 KB V3
mqttmgr.v4.tgz | 683 KB V4
MQTT_Manager_Application_Note_20220905.pdf | 1 MB






NAT
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.3.1
	Release date:	19.01.2022

	Description:	The NAT Router App significantly enhances the native NAT configuration capabilities of your router by introducing SNAT (Source Network Address Translation) and DNAT (Destination Network Address Translation) options. This app significantly expands the number of definable SNAT and DNAT rules, providing a high level of granularity and control over your network's traffic routing. 

	Downloads:	nat.v2.tgz | 15 KB V2V2i
nat.v3.tgz | 15 KB V3
nat.v4.tgz | 15 KB V4
nat-application-note-20231013.pdf | 470 KB






NetFlow/IPFIX
		Categories:	Services
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The NetFlow/IPFIX Router App is designed for robust network traffic monitoring and analytics. Equipped with a built-in probe, this app collects essential IP traffic data and forwards it to a designated NetFlow collector and analyzer. By doing so, it provides network administrators with valuable insights into traffic patterns and behavior, thereby assisting in network optimization, security monitoring, and resource allocation planning. 

	Downloads:	netflow.v2.tgz | 537 KB V2V2i
netflow.v3.tgz | 533 KB V3
netflow.v4.tgz | 588 KB V4
NetFlow-IPFIX_Application_Note_20231020.pdf | 560 KB






NMAP
		Categories:	Administration
	Version:	5.51.6
	Release date:	05.10.2021

	Description:	The NMAP Router App is a versatile security tool that offers both TCP and UDP scanning capabilities. Ideal for network administrators, this app enables the detailed mapping of network architectures and identifies open ports, active hosts, and various attributes of the network. With its robust scanning functionalities, the NMAP app aids in network security audits, vulnerability assessments, and routine network monitoring tasks.

	Downloads:	nmap.v2.tgz | 395 KB V2V2i
nmap.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
nmap.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
NMAP_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 571 KB






Node-RED
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	3.0.2
	Release date:	18.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED Router App is a dynamic programming tool designed for the efficient integration of hardware devices, APIs, and online services. It comes pre-equipped with a variety of essential nodes, facilitating a user-friendly, drag-and-drop interface that simplifies flow-based programming. For more specialized requirements, additional nodes can be incorporated via distinct Router Apps, augmenting the app's functionality. Node-RED is an ideal platform for rapid prototyping and development, adept at handling diverse automation challenges. It is important to note that the Node.js Router App is a prerequisite for Node-RED's operation.

	Downloads:	nodered.v3.tgz | 9 MB V3
nodered.v4.tgz | 9 MB V4
Node-RED_Application_Note_20240222.pdf | 7 MB






Node-RED / AWS
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.7.0
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / AWS Router App enhances your Node-RED environment by integrating comprehensive support for Amazon Web Services (AWS). Upon installation, you'll gain access to an extensive set of nodes specifically designed to interact with all AWS cloud services, from computing and storage to databases and machine learning. This facilitates seamless communication and control between your router and AWS infrastructure. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedaws.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
noderedaws.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4






Node-RED / Azure
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.6
	Release date:	25.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / Azure Router App augments your Node-RED development environment by introducing specialized support for Microsoft's Azure IoT platform. With this App installed, you can effortlessly establish connections to Azure IoT Hub and Azure IoT Central, while also leveraging Azure IoT Edge as a transparent gateway. The additional nodes provided by this App are specifically engineered for robust and streamlined integration with Azure's suite of IoT services. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedazure.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
noderedazure.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4






Node-RED / BACnet
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.7
	Release date:	17.05.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / BACnet Router App enhances Node-RED by offering tailored support for the BACnet protocol, a pivotal standard for Building Automation and Control Networks (BACnet). With this specialized App installed, your router gains the capability to seamlessly integrate with and communicate alongside various BACnet-compatible devices within a building's automation infrastructure. This Router App provides additional nodes designed specifically for robust and effective BACnet communications. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedbacnet.v3.tgz | 288 KB V3
noderedbacnet.v4.tgz | 288 KB V4






Node-RED / Bluetooth
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.9.1
	Release date:	28.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / Bluetooth Router App extends the capabilities of Node-RED by incorporating specialized support for Bluetooth technology, focusing on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices. Once this App is installed on your router, you can effortlessly discover and interact with BLE devices, including reading and writing their service characteristics. The App furnishes Node-RED with additional nodes specifically designed to simplify and optimize Bluetooth operations. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	noderedbt.v3.tgz | 432 KB V3
noderedbt.v4.tgz | 432 KB V4






Node-RED / Dashboard
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	3.4.0
	Release date:	20.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / Dashboard Router App amplifies your Node-RED experience by enabling you to design and implement web user interfaces directly within your Node-RED flows. With this App, you gain access to a collection of specialized nodes tailored for creating interactive and visually engaging dashboards. Whether you're aiming to monitor real-time data, control devices, or visualize complex systems, the Dashboard nodes offer a user-friendly platform to bring your IoT solutions to life. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	nodereddashboard.v3.tgz | 3 MB V3V4
nodereddashboard.v4.tgz | 3 MB V4






Node-RED / DNP3
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	02.05.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / DNP3 Router App serves as an invaluable extension for your Node-RED ecosystem, enabling seamless integration with DNP3 (Distributed Network Protocol 3) protocol-based systems. Once installed, your router gains the capability to function as a DNP3 outstation, complete with support for datapoints and control commands. This opens up possibilities for robust and secure communication between your Advantech router and SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems that utilize the DNP3 protocol. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	nodereddnp3.v3.tgz | 628 KB V3
nodereddnp3.v4.tgz | 651 KB V4






Node-RED / Filesystem
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	19.04.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / Filesystem Router App enhances your Node-RED environment by introducing a comprehensive set of filesystem operations. These include the ability to copy, move, create symbolic links, remove files or directories, make new directories, list directory contents, retrieve file or directory statistics, and test access permissions. This added functionality allows for more complex and powerful flows, thereby extending the capabilities of your Advantech router in handling filesystem tasks efficiently. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedfs.v3.tgz | 430 KB V3
noderedfs.v4.tgz | 429 KB V4






Node-RED / FTP
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.0.8
	Release date:	25.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / FTP Router App enriches your Node-RED environment by incorporating support for both FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol). This enables you to perform a variety of essential commands on FTP or SSH servers directly from within your Node-RED flows. The available commands include LIST, for listing files; GET, for retrieving files; PUT, for uploading files; DELETE, for removing files; and MKDIR, for creating new directories. These functionalities offer you a more robust set of options for file management and data transfer operations. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedftp.v3.tgz | 525 KB V3
noderedftp.v4.tgz | 525 KB V4






Node-RED / GPS
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.0.7
	Release date:	25.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / GPS Router App extends your Node-RED environment by adding support for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) functionalities. With this app, you can leverage the GPSd daemon to receive real-time GNSS events as payload data directly within your Node-RED flows. Moreover, you have the ability to filter and selectively choose which GNSS events are relevant to your specific use case. This empowers you to enhance location-based services, monitor assets, or develop various geospatial applications with ease. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	noderedgpsd.v3.tgz | 9 KB V3
noderedgpsd.v4.tgz | 9 KB V4






Node-RED / Gzip
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.0.3
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / Gzip Router App is a valuable addition to your Node-RED setup, enabling gzip compression capabilities. This app allows you to compress or decompress data payloads directly within Node-RED using gzip algorithms. By leveraging gzip compression, you can significantly improve network data transfer efficiency, reduce latency, and enhance the performance of data-driven applications. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedgzip.v3.tgz | 259 KB V3
noderedgzip.v4.tgz | 259 KB V4






Node-RED / KNX
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.4.15
	Release date:	25.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / KNX Router App significantly enhances your Node-RED environment by incorporating full-fledged support for the KNX protocol, a cornerstone in modern building automation systems. This app includes specialized nodes that grant you precise control over your KNX installation, empowering you to efficiently manage lighting, heating, ventilation, and other building systems. Whether you are integrating new devices or optimizing existing configurations, this app offers a robust and user-friendly way to interact with your KNX setup. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedknx.v3.tgz | 790 KB V3
noderedknx.v4.tgz | 790 KB V4






Node-RED / LwM2M
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	2.12.3
	Release date:	02.05.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / LwM2M Router App extends Node-RED's capabilities by providing full support for the OMA Lightweight M2M (LwM2M) protocol. Designed explicitly for both machine-to-machine (M2M) communications and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, this Router App enables streamlined device management and facilitates secure access to device services. Whether you're overseeing an extensive network of IoT devices or you're focused on a specialized M2M deployment, this app delivers a robust, scalable solution to effectively manage and interact with your devices. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedlwm2m.v3.tgz | 559 KB V3
noderedlwm2m.v4.tgz | 560 KB V4






Node-RED / Modbus
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	5.26.0
	Release date:	25.04.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / Modbus Router App enriches Node-RED with comprehensive support for the Modbus protocol, accommodating both TCP and RTU variants. This versatile app allows your router to function as either a client, acting as a Modbus master, or as a server, serving as a Modbus slave. Whether you are looking to integrate Modbus-enabled devices into your automation system or establish a centralized control hub for managing multiple Modbus endpoints, this Router App offers a robust, flexible solution tailored to meet your needs. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedmodbus.v3.tgz | 529 KB V3
noderedmodbus.v4.tgz | 533 KB V4






Node-RED / OPC UA
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.307
	Release date:	20.06.2023

	Description:	The Node-RED / OPC UA Router App provides a fully-integrated solution for interacting with OPC UA protocol services, offering both client and server functionalities. This Router App enables your Advantech router to seamlessly engage with OPC UA servers for data acquisition, control, and monitoring, as well as to operate as an OPC UA server itself for data distribution to other OPC UA clients. With this dual capability, you can enjoy unparalleled flexibility in establishing secure, efficient, and scalable data communication between various industrial components. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedopcua.v3.tgz | 4 MB V3
noderedopcua.v4.tgz | 4 MB V4






Node-RED / PLC EtherNet/IP
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.1.3
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / PLC EtherNet/IP Router App serves as a specialized conduit for integrating Node-RED flows with Allen Bradley/Rockwell PLCs via the EtherNet/IP protocol. This facilitates robust communication between your Advantech router and these PLCs over an Ethernet network. Utilizing these dedicated nodes, you can accomplish tasks such as data acquisition, remote monitoring, and control operations with ease and reliability. Whether you are interacting with a single PLC or a fleet of them, this Router App simplifies the process, making it efficient and secure. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedplcethip.v3.tgz | 48 KB V3
noderedplcethip.v4.tgz | 48 KB V4






Node-RED / PLC Melsec
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / PLC Melsec Router App is designed to seamlessly integrate Node-RED flows with Mitsubishi PLCs using the Melsec protocol. This Router App enables efficient, secure, and reliable communication between your Advantech router and Mitsubishi PLCs via an Ethernet connection. With the aid of these specialized nodes, you can effortlessly perform a wide range of tasks such as data collection, remote monitoring, and control functions tailored for Mitsubishi PLCs. Whether you are interfacing with a single Mitsubishi PLC or managing a complex network of them, this Router App provides a streamlined way to do so. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedplcmc.v3.tgz | 42 KB V3
noderedplcmc.v4.tgz | 42 KB V4






Node-RED / Splunk
		Categories:	IIoTNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	0.2.0
	Release date:	30.03.2022

	Description:	The Node-RED / Splunk Router App offers a robust integration with Splunk, facilitating real-time data logging and analytics. This Router App enables Node-RED flows to effortlessly transmit node payloads to Splunk's HTTP Event Collector, providing a seamless conduit for data ingestion into the Splunk platform. Whether your use case involves monitoring network activity, tracking device statuses, or analyzing real-time data streams, this Router App makes it simple to get your data into Splunk for further analysis and visualization. By offering support for Splunk's cloud-based services, this Router App offers both flexibility and scalability to meet your data processing needs. For detailed insights into Node-RED's features and guidance on its integration process, please consult the Node-RED Application Note that is provided.

	Downloads:	noderedsplunk.v3.tgz | 234 KB V3
noderedsplunk.v4.tgz | 234 KB V4






Node.js
		Categories:	Node-REDDevelopment
	Version:	18.15.0
	Release date:	06.04.2023

	Description:	The Node.js Router App serves as a robust JavaScript runtime, built atop Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine. Utilizing an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model, this app is designed for scalable and efficient performance. Perfect for developers and network administrators, Node.js facilitates the creation of fast and scalable network applications, offering a rich library of various JavaScript modules to simplify web development tasks. Whether you're building server-side applications or network programs, Node.js offers a lightweight and efficient solution to meet your needs.

	Downloads:	nodejs.v3.tgz | 12 MB V3
nodejs.v4.tgz | 12 MB V4
Node.js_Application_Note_20231013.pdf | 466 KB






npm
		Categories:	ToolNode-REDDevelopment
	Version:	9.5.0
	Release date:	06.04.2023

	Description:	The npm Router App serves as the official package manager for Node.js, enabling users to manage Node.js modules and packages directly on their Advantech routers. While Advantech provides the npm tool as a feature, it's important to note that the company does not offer technical support for nodes installed using this utility. Given that the router environment is embedded, using npm comes with certain limitations and potential risks that users should be aware of. To ensure a smooth and secure experience, we strongly recommend reading Chapter 5.5 of the Node-RED Application Note before utilizing this tool. This section provides crucial guidelines and best practices for using npm in the context of embedded router systems.

	Downloads:	npm.v3.tgz | 2 MB V3
npm.v4.tgz | 2 MB V4






NTP
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	22.04.2021

	Description:	The NTP Router App provides time synchronization capabilities for your Advantech router by leveraging the Network Time Protocol (NTP) version 4. This app supports both client and server functionalities, allowing you to maintain accurate system time within your network architecture. It adheres strictly to the IETF RFC 5905 guidelines, ensuring a robust and standardized time synchronization process. This feature is particularly beneficial in network environments where precise timing is crucial for data logging, event coordination, or other time-sensitive operations. By utilizing the NTP Router App, you can ensure that your router, as well as other connected devices, maintain a synchronized time setting, thus enhancing the overall reliability and efficiency of your network.

	Downloads:	ntp.v2.tgz | 578 KB V2V2i
ntp.v3.tgz | 570 KB V3
ntp.v4.tgz | 575 KB V4
NTPv4_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 415 KB






NTRIP Client
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.0.4
	Release date:	10.03.2017

	Description:	The NTRIP Client Router App enhances your Advantech router's location accuracy using the Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) protocol. Once the app is enabled, your router automatically assumes the role of an NTRIP Client, allowing it to connect to an NTRIP server for real-time, high-precision location data. This functionality is especially valuable in applications that require precise geolocation, such as fleet management, asset tracking, or geofencing. By utilizing the NTRIP Client Router App, you can significantly improve the geospatial accuracy and reliability of your connected devices, ensuring they operate optimally within your network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	ntripClient.v2.tgz | 30 KB V2V2i
ntripClient.v3.tgz | 30 KB V3
NtripClient_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 578 KB






OpenVPN Custom Config
		Categories:	SecurityRouting
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The OpenVPN Custom Config Router App offers enhanced flexibility by enabling the configuration of up to four additional OpenVPN tunnels on your Advantech router. This feature extends your virtual private network (VPN) capabilities, allowing for more secure and diverse communication pathways within your network infrastructure. Ideal for businesses that require multiple VPN connections for varied applications, this Router App provides an efficient way to manage and optimize your OpenVPN settings. Users can customize each tunnel with unique configurations to suit specific needs, all while maintaining the highest level of data security and integrity. This modular approach ensures that your network remains robust, scalable, and secure, facilitating seamless connectivity between remote devices and central servers.

	Downloads:	openvpn_custom_config.v2.tgz | 11 KB V2V2i
openvpn_custom_config.v3.tgz | 11 KB V3
openvpn_custom_config.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
OpenVPN_Custom_Config_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 510 KB






Operating Hours Counter
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.0.1
	Release date:	24.09.2016

	Description:	The Operating Hours Counter Router App provides you with the capability to track and manage the operational time of each binary input on your Advantech router. This App features two distinct types of counters: one that is resettable, allowing you to manually zero out the accumulated time, and another that is non-resettable, offering a permanent record of total operational hours.

	Downloads:	ophrscounter.v2.tgz | 20 KB V2V2i
ophrscounter.v3.tgz | 20 KB V3
Operational_Hours_Counter_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 451 KB






Packet Splitter
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Packet Splitter Router App enables data duplication and distribution to multiple targets, supporting up to seven different connections simultaneously. This functionality is useful for real-time data sharing across various endpoints, such as servers or other network devices. By replicating incoming data packets based on predefined settings, the App improves data efficiency, redundancy, and fault tolerance within your network. It is ideal for monitoring systems, backup processes, or multi-tiered analytics platforms.

	Downloads:	packetSplitter.v2.tgz | 20 KB V2V2i
packetSplitter.v3.tgz | 19 KB V3
packetSplitter.v4.tgz | 20 KB V4
Packet_Splitter_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 615 KB






PDU SMS
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The PDU SMS Router App enables the sending of SMS messages that exceed the standard 160-character limit. By utilizing the PDU (Protocol Data Unit) format, the App allows for seamless concatenation of longer text messages. This functionality is particularly useful for transmitting more detailed alerts, notifications, or data logs. Ensure that your recipient's device supports PDU format for optimal message delivery.

	Downloads:	pduSMS.v2.tgz | 10 KB V2V2i
pduSMS.v3.tgz | 10 KB V3
pduSMS.v4.tgz | 11 KB V4
pduSMS_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 468 KB






Pinger
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	2.6.1
	Release date:	10.05.2022

	Description:	The Pinger Router App continuously monitors the connection between your router and a specified peer device, gathering essential statistics to assess the connection's reliability. It automates the verification process, reducing the need for manual checks. In addition to this, the App also integrates ping and traceroute tools directly into the web user interface for easy network diagnostics. This utility is vital for ensuring consistent and robust network performance.

	Downloads:	pinger.v2.tgz | 35 KB V2V2i
pinger.v3.tgz | 35 KB V3
pinger.v4.tgz | 34 KB V4
UM-PINGER-MIB.my | 5 KB V2V3V4V2i
Pinger_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 1 MB






PLMN Whitelist
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	03.12.2021

	Description:	The PLMN Whitelist Router App enables users to customize and manage the list of preferred Public Land Mobile Networks (PLMN) on their SIM card. By curating this list, users can optimize network connectivity and ensure the device connects to high-priority networks. This app provides an easy-to-use interface for PLMN management, making it indispensable for optimizing mobile communications. Take control of your network preferences effortlessly with this utility.

	Downloads:	plmnWhitelist.v2.tgz | 15 KB V2V2i
plmnWhitelist.v3.tgz | 14 KB V3
plmnWhitelist.v4.tgz | 15 KB V4
PLMN_Whitelist_Application_Note_20231024.pdf | 438 KB






PPP Gateway
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	17.03.2017

	Description:	The PPP Gateway Router App facilitates the establishment of a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) connection between the router and a device connected via a serial line. This app is designed to provide a reliable and efficient data link layer for network communications over serial connections. Whether you are integrating legacy equipment or simply prefer serial connectivity, this app makes the configuration and management straightforward. Utilize this app for seamless serial line network integration.

	Downloads:	pppGateway.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
pppGateway.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
PPPGateway_Application_note_20231024.pdf | 591 KB






Protocol ALPHA-MODBUS
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.4.1
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The Protocol ALPHA-MODBUS Router App serves as a data converter that enables seamless translation from Mitsubishi ALPHA2 protocols to Modbus TCP. This app is an essential tool for integrating Mitsubishi ALPHA2 devices into a Modbus-centric network architecture. It aims to simplify the process of protocol conversion, offering a hassle-free experience for both setup and operation. Utilize this app to bridge the gap between different industrial communication protocols effectively.

	Downloads:	alpha.v2.tgz | 38 KB V2V2i
alpha.v3.tgz | 38 KB V3
ALPHA-MODBUS_application_note_20231024.pdf | 485 KB






Protocol BGP
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.8.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Protocol BGP Router App empowers your router to facilitate routing between autonomous systems, allowing seamless communication across networks. Utilizing the Quagga software, this app supports TCP/IP-based routing services, including RIP, OSPF, and BGP. BGP enables efficient routing policy enforcement and exchange of routing information between autonomous systems, enhancing network performance. Elevate your network's capabilities with the power of BGP routing at your fingertips.
This module is deprecated and will not be further updated. Please use the FRR instead.

	Downloads:	bgp.v2.tgz | 466 KB V2V2i
bgp.v3.tgz | 461 KB V3
bgp.v4.tgz | 467 KB V4
Protocol_BGP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 651 KB






Protocol DF1-Ethernet
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The Protocol DF1-Ethernet Router App simplifies communication by converting the DF1 serial protocol into TCP/IP, enabling seamless integration of DF1-based devices into modern network infrastructures. This straightforward app streamlines the transition from serial communication to Ethernet-based connections. Its user-friendly operation and configuration make it an essential tool for optimizing network compatibility and performance. Use this app to efficiently bridge the gap between DF1 serial and TCP/IP communication protocols, ensuring reliable and efficient data transfer.

	Downloads:	abcsp2df1.v2.tgz | 38 KB V2V2i
abcsp2df1.v3.tgz | 38 KB V3
Protocol_DF1-Ethernet_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 541 KB






Protocol IEC101-104
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.2.3
	Release date:	04.09.2023

	Description:	The Protocol IEC101-104 Router App simplifies communication by converting the IEC101 serial protocol to the IEC104 IP protocol, facilitating seamless integration of IEC101-based devices into IP-based network infrastructures. This app streamlines the transition from serial communication to IP-based connections, offering a user-friendly interface for configuration and operation. It ensures reliable and efficient data transfer, making it an essential tool for optimizing network compatibility and performance. Utilize this app to bridge the gap between IEC101 serial and IEC104 IP communication protocols, enhancing your network's capabilities.

	Downloads:	iec14.v2.tgz | 43 KB V2V2i
iec14.v3.tgz | 42 KB V3
iec14.v4.tgz | 42 KB V4
Protocol_IEC_101-104_Application_Note_20231026.pdf | 619 KB






Protocol lS-lS
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.8.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Protocol IS-IS Router App expands your router's capabilities by adding support for the IS-IS routing protocol. IS-IS is a dynamic and versatile routing protocol that enhances network efficiency and scalability. With this app, your router can seamlessly integrate into networks utilizing IS-IS, enabling efficient and reliable routing of data packets. Unlock the power of IS-IS routing for optimal network performance and seamless communication.
This module is deprecated and will not be further updated. Please use the FRR instead.

	Downloads:	isis.v2.tgz | 352 KB V2V2i
isis.v3.tgz | 347 KB V3
isis.v4.tgz | 352 KB V4
Protocol_IS-IS_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 482 KB






Protocol MODBUS-RTU2TCP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-RTU2TCP Router App offers an essential bridge between Modbus RTU and TCP communication protocols. This app efficiently converts Modbus RTU messages into TCP format while providing a convenient caching mechanism to store them in external Flash memory. This ensures seamless communication between devices using different Modbus protocols, enhancing data transfer reliability and network efficiency. By simplifying protocol conversion and enabling data caching, this app streamlines communication, making it an invaluable tool for optimizing your network's performance.

	Downloads:	rtu2tcp.v2.tgz | 20 KB V2V2i
rtu2tcp.v3.tgz | 19 KB V3
Protocol_Modbus_RTU2TCP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 2 MB






Protocol MODBUS-RTUMAP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.0.4
	Release date:	15.01.2020

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-RTUMAP Router App streamlines communication by converting Modbus RTU serial protocol data from multiple Modbus slaves and mapping it to a single Modbus TCP connection. This powerful app simplifies complex data integration tasks, allowing seamless communication across various Modbus devices. By consolidating data from multiple sources into one TCP connection, it enhances efficiency and network performance. Simplify your Modbus data management and ensure reliable communication with this essential app for your router.

	Downloads:	rtuMap.v2.tgz | 19 KB V2V2i
rtuMap.v3.tgz | 18 KB V3
Protocol_Modbus_RTUMAP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 573 KB






Protocol MODBUS-TCP2RTU
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.11.0
	Release date:	09.06.2023

	Description:	The Protocol MODBUS-TCP2RTU Router App facilitates versatile communication by converting Modbus RTU serial protocol to Modbus TCP, while also enabling the router's I/O to function as a Modbus slave device. This app offers a seamless bridge between Modbus RTU and TCP, making data exchange effortless. It empowers your router to participate as a Modbus slave, enhancing its capabilities and compatibility within Modbus networks. Simplify your Modbus communication and harness the full potential of your router with this indispensable app.

	Downloads:	tcp2rtu.v2.tgz | 36 KB V2V2i
tcp2rtu.v3.tgz | 35 KB V3
tcp2rtu.v4.tgz | 31 KB V4
Protocol_Modbus_TCP2RTU_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 493 KB






Protocol NHRP (DMVPN)
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.2.2
	Release date:	04.05.2021

	Description:	The Protocol NHRP Router App empowers your router with advanced capabilities, including GRE tunneling and IPsec encryption, enhanced by the Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP) for efficient routing. This app enables secure and optimized data transmission through GRE tunnels while preserving confidentiality with IPsec encryption. NHRP routing enhances network efficiency, ensuring that data reaches its destination swiftly and securely. Elevate your router's capabilities with this essential app, making it a valuable asset in your network infrastructure.

	Downloads:	nhrp.v2.tgz | 71 KB V2V2i
nhrp.v3.tgz | 70 KB V3
nhrp.v4.tgz | 71 KB V4
NHRP_Application_Note_20231113.pdf | 663 KB
DMVPN_Application_Note_20221004.pdf | 1 MB






Protocol OSPF
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.8.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Protocol OSPF Router App adds support of the OSPF routing protocol. The OSPF is a link state protocol which means that routers maintain a map of the network (link state database) that is updated after any change to the network topology.
This module is deprecated and will not be further updated. Please use the FRR instead.

	Downloads:	ospf.v2.tgz | 407 KB V2V2i
ospf.v3.tgz | 402 KB V3
ospf.v4.tgz | 406 KB V4
Protocol_OSPF_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 542 KB






Protocol PIM-SM
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.5.0
	Release date:	24.07.2023

	Description:	The Protocol PIM-SM Router App introduces robust support for the PIM-SM (Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode) multicast routing protocol. With this app, your router becomes a powerful participant in multicast networks, facilitating efficient data distribution. PIM-SM enables scalable and optimized multicast routing, ensuring that data is delivered only to the interested recipients, conserving network resources. By adding PIM-SM support, this app enhances your router's capabilities, making it a valuable asset for managing multicast traffic and ensuring seamless data distribution within your network.

	Downloads:	pimSM.v2.tgz | 75 KB V2V2i
pimSM.v3.tgz | 73 KB V3
pimSM.v4.tgz | 77 KB V4
Protocol_PIM-SM_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 529 KB






Protocol RIP
		Categories:	Routing
	Version:	1.8.0
	Release date:	04.06.2020

	Description:	The Protocol RIP Router App enriches your router's capabilities by providing robust support for the RIP (Routing Information Protocol) routing protocol. With this app, your router becomes a proficient participant in RIP networks, enhancing its routing capabilities. RIP is a dynamic routing protocol that facilitates efficient data routing within networks, ensuring reliable communication. By adding RIP support, this app empowers your router to intelligently manage and exchange routing information, contributing to seamless data transmission and network efficiency.
This module is deprecated and will not be further updated. Please use the FRR instead.

	Downloads:	rip.v2.tgz | 306 KB V2V2i
rip.v3.tgz | 304 KB V3
rip.v4.tgz | 308 KB V4
Protocol_RIP_Application_note_20231026.pdf | 536 KB






Python 2
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	2.7.18
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Python 2 Router App extends support for the Python2 programming language on your router, enhancing its capabilities in scripting and automation tasks. Python2 is a versatile and widely-used language that provides an array of libraries and tools for various applications. With this app, your router becomes a valuable platform for executing Python2 scripts, enabling you to automate tasks, manipulate data, and interact with network components more effectively. Whether it's custom scripting or integrating third-party Python2 applications, this app opens up a world of possibilities for enhancing your router's functionality.
This module is deprecated and will not be further updated. Please use Python 3 instead.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	python.v2.tgz | 5 MB V2V2i
python.v3.tgz | 5 MB V3
python.v4.tgz | 5 MB V4






Python 3
		Categories:	ToolDevelopment
	Version:	3.11.2
	Release date:	28.02.2023

	Description:	The Python 3 Router App expands your router's capabilities by providing support for the Python3 programming language. Python3 is a modern and versatile language known for its readability and extensive library support. With this app, your router becomes a powerful platform for running Python3 scripts and applications. Python3 opens up opportunities for advanced automation, data analysis, and network management tasks. Whether you need to develop custom scripts, integrate Python3-based solutions, or perform data processing, this app equips your router with the tools to excel in a variety of tasks, making it a valuable asset in your network infrastructure.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	python3.v2.tgz | 8 MB V2V2i
python3.v3.tgz | 8 MB V3
python3.v4.tgz | 8 MB V4






Python 3 with pip
		Categories:	
	Version:	3.11.2
	Release date:	28.02.2023

	Description:	The Python 3 with pip Router App significantly enhances your router by integrating Python3, a versatile and robust programming language. This integration allows for the development and execution of custom scripts, automation processes, and various applications directly on your router, transforming it into a multifunctional device for diverse network-related tasks. The addition of pip, Python's package manager, streamlines the management and installation of Python libraries and dependencies, facilitating the easy expansion of your router's capabilities. This synergistic combination of Python3 and pip enables your router to efficiently perform a broad spectrum of functions, from network automation to data analysis. However, please be aware that the installation of Python modules that require compilation is not supported.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	python3_with_pip.v2.tgz | 10 MB V2V2i
python3_with_pip.v3.tgz | 10 MB V3
python3_with_pip.v4.tgz | 10 MB V4






Report Sender
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.0.1
	Release date:	02.04.2016

	Description:	The Report Sender Router App simplifies the process of sending system log and report files on a regular basis to a designated email or FTP server. This automated feature ensures that you stay informed about your router's performance and status without manual intervention. With SendReport, you can effortlessly manage your network's data and keep track of critical information with ease.

	Downloads:	sendReport.v2.tgz | 64 KB V2V2i
sendReport.v3.tgz | 63 KB V3
SendReport_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 486 KB






Samba
		Categories:	ToolServices
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Samba Router App enhances your router's capabilities by allowing you to create a Windows Share, also known as Samba, on the router. This feature enables seamless file and resource sharing within your network, making it compatible with Windows-based systems. Notably, it includes support for NetBIOS nameserver functionality, ensuring smooth and efficient communication between devices. With Samba, you can easily share files, printers, and other resources across your network, improving collaboration and data accessibility for all connected devices.

	Downloads:	samba.v2.tgz | 6 MB V2V2i
samba.v3.tgz | 6 MB V3
samba.v4.tgz | 6 MB V4
Samba_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 454 KB






Scailable AI Manager
		Categories:	Tool3rd Party
	Release date:	31.05.2022

	Description:	The Scailable AI Manager Router Apps turns your gateway into a state of the art Artificial Intelligence device. Connect up to 4 cameras to your gateway, and start benefiting from edge AI today. With our extended model library, you can use your gateway to accurately locate people, monitor occupancy of your parking-lot, do entrance control, and much more. And if that’s not enough, you can add your own AI models effortlessly.

	Downloads:	https://www.scailable.net/routerapp  V3V4






SCEP Client
		Categories:	SecurityAdministration
	Version:	2.0.0
	Release date:	16.02.2021

	Description:	The SCEP Client Router App offers scalable Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) functionality, facilitating the secure issuance of certificates within your network. This protocol is designed to efficiently manage and distribute certificates, ensuring robust security measures for your network infrastructure. With the SCEP Client, you can easily deploy and manage digital certificates, enhancing the overall security of your router and connected devices.

	Downloads:	scepClient.v2.tgz | 495 KB V2V2i
scepClient.v3.tgz | 498 KB V3
scepClient.v4.tgz | 515 KB V4
SCEP_Client_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 481 KB






Secure Syslog
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	14.02.2021

	Description:	The Secure Syslog Router App enhances your network's Syslog capabilities by providing a secure method for forwarding Syslog messages to a server. This is achieved through the implementation of a robust TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocol, ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of your log data during transmission. With Secure Syslog, you can confidently monitor and manage your network's events while maintaining the highest levels of security.

	Downloads:	secure_syslog.v2.tgz | 1 MB V2V2i
secure_syslog.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
secure_syslog.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
SecureSyslog_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 488 KB






Serial over LAN
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.0.6
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	Serial over LAN (SOL) is a mechanism how to work with the serial ports over IP. With this Router App (server side) and a suitable client application you can get a virtual serial port on a computer which mirrors the real serial port on the router. It is possible both to read data from and write data to serial port and it also transfers the control signals. It can uses raw transfers or RFC 2217 Telnet Com Port Control. You can connect with this app to a management console on a infrastructure device or PLC etc.

	Downloads:	ser2net.v2.tgz | 51 KB V2V2i
ser2net.v3.tgz | 51 KB V3
Serial_to_network_proxy_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 427 KB






Serial to TCP
		Categories:	Protocol Conversion
	Version:	1.2.1
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	Serial to TCP Router App enables communication with a serial port via TCP. User can connect the router serial ports to one or multiple TCP servers and use bidirectional communication. With this app it is possible to collect data from the seriail devices (e.g sensors, PLCs, infrastructure devices) over network and/or send data to them.

	Downloads:	serial2tcp.v2.tgz | 20 KB V2V2i
serial2tcp.v3.tgz | 19 KB V3
Serial2TCP_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 547 KB






Service Access Limitation
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Service Access Limitation module empowers you to enforce access restrictions for services like HTTP, FTP, SSH, and more on designated interfaces. This security-enhancing feature allows you to control and limit service accessibility, helping you bolster the protection of your network and sensitive resources.

	Downloads:	service_acl.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
service_acl.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
service_acl.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
Service_Access_Limitation_Application_Note_20231113.pdf | 483 KB






Sleep Mode
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The Sleep Mode Router App offers advanced functionality for managing the router's sleep mode. It allows you to transition the router into Low Power Mode (LPM) and subsequently awaken it, all while considering various configurable parameters. This intuitive graphical user interface empowers you to efficiently control and optimize power consumption to meet your specific needs.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	sleepmode.v2.tgz | 15 KB V2i
sleepmode.v3.tgz | 14 KB V3
sleepmode.v4.tgz | 14 KB V4
Sleep_Mode_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 434 KB






SSHClient
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	26.04.2014

	Description:	The SSHClient Router Apps adds the ability to use the router as an SSH client. This means that the Router App allows to establish the SSH connection to the remote router and execute commands on it.

	Downloads:	sshclient.tgz | 180 KB V2V3V2i
SSHclient_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 566 KB






Stunnel
		Categories:	SecurityRouting
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	27.10.2021

	Description:	The Stunnel Router App empowers you to establish secure and encrypted network tunnels, enveloped within the SSL protocol. This functionality ensures that your data transmissions remain protected and confidential, making it an essential tool for safeguarding sensitive information during network communications.

	Downloads:	stunnel.v2.tgz | 1 MB V2V2i
stunnel.v3.tgz | 1 MB V3
stunnel.v4.tgz | 1 MB V4
Stunnel_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 556 KB






TCP SYN Keep-Alive
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The TCP SYN Keep-Alive Router App provides a crucial function of monitoring TCP connections with specific IP addresses. By continually checking the connection status, it helps ensure the reliability and stability of network communication, making it an essential tool for maintaining seamless connectivity.

	Downloads:	tcpsynka.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
tcpsynka.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
tcpsynka.v4.tgz | 12 KB V4
TCP_SYN_Keep-Alive_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 462 KB






Transparent mode
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.1.2
	Release date:	19.06.2020

	Description:	The Transparent mode Router App facilitates the seamless transfer of the mobile WAN IP address to a connected device on the ETH interface. This feature ensures that the connected device can efficiently utilize the mobile WAN IP address, simplifying network connectivity and enhancing communication capabilities.

	Downloads:	transparentMode.v2.tgz | 2 KB V2V2i
transparentMode.v3.tgz | 2 KB V3
transparentMode.v4.tgz | 2 KB V4
TransparentMode_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 858 KB






UDP Communication Watchdog
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	02.03.2021

	Description:	The UDP Communication Watchdog function allows the router to monitor specific UDP packet responses. In the event that no response is received, the router intelligently switches to another SIM card to maintain continuous and reliable communication. This feature ensures uninterrupted connectivity and responsiveness in critical network scenarios.

	Downloads:	udp_watchdog.v2.tgz | 13 KB V2V2i
udp_watchdog.v3.tgz | 13 KB V3
udp_watchdog.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
UDP_Communication_Watchdog_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 631 KB






URL Blocker
		Categories:	ToolConnectivityIntegration
	Version:	1.1.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The URL Blocker feature empowers users to effectively block access to specific domains (URLs) for connected devices. By configuring this functionality, you can enhance network security and control access to websites, ensuring a safer and more focused online experience for users.

	Downloads:	url_blocker.v2.tgz | 188 KB V2V2i
url_blocker.v3.tgz | 184 KB V3
url_blocker.v4.tgz | 188 KB V4
URL_Blocker_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 486 KB






USR LED Management
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	1.0.0
	Release date:	27.04.2021

	Description:	The USR LED Management Router App brings you the complete control over the USR LED, allowing you to indicate various status information precisely. This feature enables you to select from a wide range of triggers for the USR LED on the router interface, including options like binary input and output states, port activity, WiFi modes, and IPsec connection status. Tailor the LED behavior to your specific monitoring and status display needs for a more comprehensive and customizable user experience.

	Downloads:	usrled_mgmt.v2.tgz | 13 KB V2V2i
usrled_mgmt.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
usrled_mgmt.v4.tgz | 13 KB V4
USR_LED_Management_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 2 MB






Vim
		Categories:	Tool
	Version:	8.1.1
	Release date:	17.07.2019

	Description:	The Vim Router Apps installs the Vim text editor, a versatile and powerful tool for text editing and code development. With Vim, you gain access to an extensive set of features and customization options, making it a valuable addition to your router's software toolkit for efficient text and code editing tasks.

	Downloads:	vim.v2.tgz | 355 KB V2V2i
vim.v3.tgz | 354 KB V3
Vim_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 469 KB






Wake-on-LAN Gateway
		Categories:	Protocol ConversionTool
	Version:	1.1.1
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The Wake-on-LAN Gateway app serves as a UDP port listener, capturing incoming communication on the selected UDP port and subsequently forwarding these packets as broadcasts to the appropriate destination address. This functionality enables Wake-on-LAN (WoL) capabilities, allowing you to remotely power on devices connected to the network.

	Downloads:	WoLGateway.v2.tgz | 12 KB V2V2i
WoLGateway.v3.tgz | 12 KB V3
WoL_Gateway_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 458 KB






Web Terminal
		Categories:	ToolAdministration
	Version:	1.2.2
	Release date:	12.05.2023

	Description:	The Web Terminal Router App brings you access to a shell console directly from the router's GUI with the Web Terminal app. This convenient feature provides an integrated command-line interface within the router's graphical user interface, allowing for easy and efficient management and configuration tasks.

	Downloads:	webTerm.v2.tgz | 35 KB V2V2i
webTerm.v3.tgz | 35 KB V3
webTerm.v4.tgz | 35 KB V4
Web_Terminal_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 482 KB






WebAccess/DMP Client 2.x.x
		Categories:	Integration
	Version:	2.2.4
	Release date:	30.06.2023

	Description:	Utilize the WebAccess/DMP Client 2.x.x app to connect seamlessly with the WebAccess/DMP 2.x.x remote device management platform. 

	Downloads:	wadmp_client.v2.tgz | 579 KB V2V2i
wadmp_client.v3.tgz | 572 KB V3
wadmp_client.v4.tgz | 590 KB V4
WebAccess-DMP_Client_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 494 KB






WebAccess/DMP Client 3.x.x
		Categories:	Integration
	Version:	3.0.1
	Release date:	15.12.2023

	Description:	Utilize the WebAccess/DMP Client 3.x.x app to connect seamlessly with the WebAccess/DMP 3.x.x remote device management platform. 

	Downloads:	wadmp_client.v2.tgz | 582 KB V2V2i
wadmp_client.v3.tgz | 574 KB V3
wadmp_client.v4.tgz | 589 KB V4
WebAccess-DMP_Client_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 494 KB






WebAccess/VPN (VPN Portal)
		Categories:	Security
	Version:	1.1.3
	Release date:	11.11.2021

	Description:	Connects the router to WebAccess/VPN (VPN Portal), see WebAccess/VPN Software product page.Note for compatibility: always use the same version of the Router App in the router and the server version of WebAccess/VPN.

	Downloads:	vpnportal.um.v2.tgz | 409 KB V2V2i
vpnportal.um.v3.tgz | 407 KB V3
vpnportal.um.v4.tgz | 482 KB V4






WiFi SSID Switch
		Categories:	ToolConnectivity
	Version:	1.0.5
	Release date:	27.09.2018

	Description:	The WiFi SSID Switch Router App empowers your router to seamlessly switch between up to four SSIDs, offering enhanced flexibility and connectivity options for your WiFi networks. This feature ensures that your router automatically connects to the most suitable SSID, optimizing your wireless network experience.
[Limited to specific router models]|

	Downloads:	wifi_ssid_switch.v2.tgz | 18 KB V2V2i
wifi_ssid_switch.v3.tgz | 18 KB V3
WiFi_SSID_Switch_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 644 KB






WiFi STA Relay
		Categories:	Connectivity
	Version:	1.3.0
	Release date:	01.10.2020

	Description:	The WiFi STA Relay Router App enables transparent mode on your router, configuring the WiFi interface in client mode and bridging it to the Ethernet interface (ETH). This setup allows for seamless communication between devices connected to the router's WiFi interface and those on the Ethernet network, providing a versatile networking solution.
[Limited to specific router models]

	Downloads:	wifi_relay.v2.tgz | 28 KB V2V2i
wifi_relay.v3.tgz | 28 KB V3
wifi_relay.v4.tgz | 29 KB V4
WiFi_STA_Relay_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 498 KB






Zabbix Agent
		Categories:	SecurityIntegration
	Version:	5.0.31
	Release date:	01.02.2021

	Description:	The Zabbix Agent Router App functions as an agent for the Zabbix network monitoring platform. It enables the router to actively participate in network monitoring, providing essential data and metrics to the Zabbix platform for comprehensive network analysis and management.

	Downloads:	zabbix_agent.v2.tgz | 928 KB V2V2i
zabbix_agent.v3.tgz | 930 KB V3
zabbix_agent.v4.tgz | 953 KB V4
zbx_conel_templates.xml | 59 KB V2V3V4V2i
Zabbix_Integration_Guide_Application_Note_20231027.pdf | 545 KB
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